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6 1/14/21 11:55:01 1/14/21 11:56:20 General Comments Other/Neutral

As a coauthor and co-organizer of the ballot initiative to create the Citizens Independent 
Redistricting Commission, I’d like to comment on the role of the chairperson as the 
defender and arbiter of fairness. 
        I happen to be a Democrat, but my two original partners in this project were a 
Republican (Glendale Councilperson Bart Turner, then executive director of the Valley 
Citizens League) and an independent (the late Ann Eschinger, then Arizona president of 
the League of Women Voters). We took wisdom from great lawyers and jurists from both 
sides of the political aisle and from wise consultants, shepherded by Cheryl Kulas. Included 
were members of the Arizona Legislature of both parties, including the staff of the 
Legislative Council. Our prime intent was to improve the competitiveness of political 
districts in Arizona, but to do so in ways that did not simply create a new design for 
gerrymandering that would deprive communities of a sense of fair and natural 
representation and would make it harder for candidates and elected leaders to travel 
easily to meet with voters and constituents. Communities, after all, are different from 
individuals. We wanted to respect both, while leaning toward competitiveness wherever 
possible. 
        Communities and society will always be changing, so we did not define some terms 
that you will wish we had. What is a “community of interest,” for example?  The economy, 
the way we communicate, the issues we care about, the connection and disconnection 
between where we live and what we do for a living, have all changed remarkably since we 
drafted the amendment. Therefore, the definitions must also change with the times. Your 
only compass is fairness so that, for everyone, government might feel more like something 
we do together, not something apart from us that we suffer. 
        The chair of your commission has to be a tough character and has to love democracy 
and the people of Arizona more than the pull and push of personal political preference. 
        Many Arizonans have worked hard to give you the tools you have before you today. 
One of the great Arizonans whose wisdom could always help guide your deliberations is 
not available to you this time; the great Arizona demographer and cartographer, Tony 
Sissons, passed from us in 2020, and we mourn his loss. He was an Arizonan before any 
political interest, as is his widow, Eddie. 
        Republicans on your commission might think the creation of the program was a 
Democratic party accomplishment. That is simply not the case. It is true that we recruited 
the amazing Jim Pederson to lead us, because we needed an executive of great skill. Jim 
did not do that as a Democrat, but rather as an Arizonan, and he also made a great 
financial contribution to the effort as time went along, even though he dearly wished the 
wording could better serve his party.
        I thank you sincerely for the time you are donating and will donate to this important 
work. I hope you come out of it as great friends, which you will do if you keep Arizona and 
the tenant of one-person, one-vote democracy as your highest consideration.
        The importance of your work cannot be overstated. The anger and breakdown in 
today’s politics is in no small part the result of a failure of political infrastructure. The 
bridges we need in order to meet with one another halfway have fallen into disrepair. 
Every ten years we have the opportunity to make improvements. You are here as the 
engineers of that opportunity, so please do rise to the moment.

Dennis Michael Burke, Phoenix

(Dennis Michael Burke is not to be confused with Dennis K. Burke, the former US Attorney 
for Arizona) Dennis Michael Burke Maricopa

7 1/14/21 11:58:13 1/14/21 11:59:16 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support He has my request for the position. Jonathan Lujano Coconino

8 1/14/21 11:58:52 1/14/21 12:00:12 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support

As I watch the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact 
they work FOR the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the 
people of Arizona want. Ronald j hart Coconino



9 1/14/21 11:59:04 1/14/21 12:00:41 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support

Good afternoon Commissioners. I’m writing to express my support for Robert Wilson as 
the Independent chair of the Arizona Redistricting Commission. I had the opportunity to 
work with Mr. Wilson on many issues when I was part of the Flagstaff Liberty Alliance, an 
organization dedicated to independent and third party involvement in politics. Over the 
years I have found him to be fair, balanced and independently minded. Additionally, since 
Mr. Wilson resides in Northern Arizona, I believe he is uniquely qualified to represent rural 
Arizona which is often left out of proceedings like these. Thanks so much for your time and 
consideration. 

Elisha Dorfsmith Maricopa

10 1/14/21 11:59:56 1/14/21 12:01:09 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support

I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission. Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS. Stacy Speed Coconino

11 1/14/21 11:56:31 1/14/21 12:01:15 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support
believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona. Benjamin Foley Coconino

12 1/14/21 12:00:59 1/14/21 12:02:18 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support An excellent choice for this opening! David Hanke Yavapai

13 1/14/21 12:00:04 1/14/21 12:02:32 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition 

Robert  Wilson is not an independent individual, he has a history of supporting exclusively 
Republican positions. Mr. Wilson has hosted events for Donald Trump, Governor Doug 
Ducey, Republican legislator Walter Blackman, and 2019 Republican legislative candidate 
John Saline. Our Independent IRC Chair must be TRULY INDEPENDENT! We cannot accept a 
political insider with a clear agenda. Arizona is best served by an open-minded Chair who 
will listen to ALL Arizonans during public testimony. Vianey De Anda Maricopa

14 1/14/21 12:02:59 1/14/21 12:04:56 General Comments Other/Neutral

The redistricting of Arizona should basically untouched by human hand.
The technology of Geographic  Information Systems (GIS) is more than capable of 
performing this task. Computers are obviously unbiased and if the process is based on date 
which has no party attachment the process would be completely unbiased.

I have over 20 years in GIS applications and could submit a document addressing how this 
can be technically achieved in more detailed. 

If the principals of distracting are defined, such as size of precincts etc the algorithms can 
be developed and tested on dummy data. The actual redistricting may be observed by 
members of the commission to ensure it is never viewed form a party stand point. 
Dr.K.L.Gibson Kevin L. Gibson Navajo

15 1/14/21 12:03:23 1/14/21 12:05:12 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I support Rob Wilson for inclusion on the committee. Linda Warren Yavapai

16 1/14/21 12:02:05 1/14/21 12:05:34 General Comments Other/Neutral

Executive Session is to be used for discussion about litigation, hiring and contracts. Being 
briefed about how to think about hiring the independent chair would not be protected 
conversation. Please anticipate going forward nearly all your conversations should be 
public by default. It is hard to have sensitive discussion in public, but to ensure public 
confidence in an open and transparent process, it is required. Deborah Howard Maricopa



17 1/14/21 12:04:53 1/14/21 12:06:23 General Comments Other/Neutral

IRC Commissioners and interested parties: 

As organizations that serve a number of Arizona communities, we congratulate you on 
your appointment to Arizona’s Independent Redistricting Commission (the IRC). Already, 
your critical work is beginning with the selection of the Independent Chair. We urge you to 
approach this important decision, and all of the responsibilities entrusted to you by the 
people of Arizona, with the utmost concern and not be influenced by special, partisan 
interests that might impede the fundamental principles of an independent redistricting 
process.

As you are undoubtedly aware, the Arizona Constitution requires that all IRC 
Commissioners uphold public confidence in the integrity of the redistricting process. It is 
fundamental to the integrity and public confidence in your work that you reject anyone 
whose personal politics will, or appear to, overwhelmingly influence their role as the chair 
of this commission. The Independent Chair cannot be someone whose decisions will be 
influenced by any of the major political parties, because they must often be the tie-
breaking vote or consensus builder between those already on the commission. Our state 
and our future cannot afford the Independent Chair to be someone whose record 
demonstrates loyalty to a single political party or platform, whether through volunteerism, 
financial support, contracts, or employment.

In decades past, the IRC has sought public input through exhaustive hearings and 
statewide engagement, and in return has received valuable local perspectives from the 
people of Arizona on how to draw maps that best serve our state. We are concerned that 
civic engagement in redistricting will become a relic of the past if Arizonans see politically 
and partisan influenced individuals in charge of congressional and legislative mapmaking, 
undermining a unique and effective commission that was designed to limit the influence of 
partisan agendas. 

This is once-in-a-decade work, and a once-in-a-lifetime moment of public service for you. 
The significance of who you choose for the Independent Chair will set the tone not only for 
the maps that are drawn this year, but for the representation and civic engagement of 
Arizonans who will shape the next decade. Please use discernment when evaluating 
individuals for the Chair, knowing that their influence on our future will be great.

David Lujan, President 
and CEO of Children’s 
Action Alliance and 
Director of the Arizona 
Center for Economic 
Progress - Beth Lewis, 
Director of Save Our 
Schools Arizona - 
Kendra Alvarez, 
Arizona State Director 
for National 
Redistricting 
Foundation Maricopa



18 1/14/21 12:02:43 1/14/21 12:08:40 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition 

I am submitting comments to you today concerning your consideration of Robert Wilson of 
Flagstaff, a registered Independent, for a seat on the Arizona Redistricting Commission.  I 
am speaking on behalf of the Board of Friends Of Flagstaff’s Future, a non-partisan, non-
profit organization in Flagstaff.
 
We are a grassroots, multi-issue organization in Flagstaff whose mission is to achieve a 
sustainable, just and thriving Flagstaff through community education, engagement and 
advocacy.
 
We read with interest Mr. Wilson’s submitted statement on his application, particularly 
the paragraph where he mentions his connections to Friends of Flagstaff’s Future. This is 
an organization I personally have been affiliated with over the last 20 years and whose 
board I served on when Mr. Wilson was a member. I am currently serving another term on 
this board. 
 
Mr. Wilson states that as a member of Friends of Flagstaff’s Future, “I was often met with 
preconceived bias about my political beliefs.”  On the contrary Mr. Wilson’s political beliefs 
were unknown until he participated in the Speak Up Flagstaff group affiliated with the 
organization. During those meetings it was apparent that he came with a viewpoint that 
was opposed to most of the policies the organization was pushing for.  He opposed our 
efforts to recycle plastic bags, establish a stronger energy code and protect open space. It 
appeared to us that Mr. Wilson joined our group to undermine our efforts to engage and 
educate the community about the issues we were advocating for.
 
Mr. Wilson also states in his application “the leadership of these organizations quickly 
learned that I am an open minded independent whose respect for diversity of opinion 
added significant value to their organization”. He did not add "significant value" to Friends 
of Flagstaff's Future and the Board did not perceive him to be "open minded".  I consider 
Mr. Wilson’s participation in our organization to be divisive and an impediment to 
achieving our goals.  Dealing with his ongoing efforts to thwart us were exhausting.  Our 
experience with him continued for many months beyond his attendance at our events 
through his trolling behavior on our facebook page.
 
I urge you to not select him as the Independent Chairman of your Commission.
 
Marilyn J. Weissman
Board Member Friends of Flagstaff’s Future
Flagstaff, Arizona
January 14, 2021
 

Marilyn Weissman Coconino

19 1/14/21 12:05:59 1/14/21 12:10:01 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support

Mr. Wilson has been well-involved in helping to resolve important issues in and around 
Flagstaff.  He has integrity and listens without bias.  Mr. Wilson works to find common 
ground and solutions that are acceptable to all parties involved.  He has the qualities that 
would make a great Chairman for the Commission. Monica Attridge Coconino

20 1/14/21 11:59:57 1/14/21 12:10:35 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support

We need rural Arizonians to be represented on the commission.  I want fair districts drawn 
that do not give one party an advantage or that are so ridiculous spanning long distances 
with communities that may or may not have anything in common.   I believe Rob can be 
trusted to do so. carolee hayler Yavapai

21 1/14/21 12:08:29 1/14/21 12:11:16 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Northern Arizona needs to have representation from an independent like Rob Stephen Otto Gila

22 1/14/21 12:06:31 1/14/21 12:11:19 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support

I want my voice heard now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens. We 
need a chair who will listen to the public, including rural Arizona, and ensure what the 
public says is what the commission does. Cathie Loretta Harris Yavapai

23 1/14/21 12:11:29 1/14/21 12:12:34 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Do you acknowledge that Biden’s election was free and fair? Michael David Bryan Pima

24 1/14/21 12:10:21 1/14/21 12:12:41 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition 
Wilson is a gun store owner and has dubious activities on the record and is likely a Trump 
supporter and hene very bias. k Gibson Navajo

25 1/14/21 12:04:55 1/14/21 12:13:05 General Comments In opposition The chairperson being selected for this committee is supposed to be independent, 
meaning that person has no allegiance to either Republican or Democrat parties.  Every 
person on this list is beholden to and affiliated with Doug Ducey and the Republican Party. 
in this time of great political unrest and upheaval at the hands of the Republican Party it is 
imperative that a truly independent person be chosen, any other choice is a graven 
dereliction of Governor Duceys job.  The Republican Party has been crying about unity this 
last week well now would be a good time to start working towards that unity.

Kathy Fraser Coconino



26 1/14/21 12:05:15 1/14/21 12:13:33 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I have now been a resident of Arizona for over 10 years and consider it extremely 
important that this commission be represented by individuals who understand rural 
Arizona as well as the overall makeup of the state.  Coming here from a state where 
gerrymandering limited many voices I feel strongly that Arizona should avoid repeating this 
mistake.

James Warren Yavapai

27 1/14/21 12:14:54 1/14/21 12:15:20 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.
I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 

Eve Hauptmann Coconino

28 1/14/21 12:09:03 1/14/21 12:15:26 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob Wilson is the only independent candidate from rural Arizona. Rural Arizonans must be 
represented in this very important redistricting process.

I want the Commission to draw fair districts that truly represent the will of Arizona citizens.  
My voice must be heard.  We need a chairman who will not only listen to Arizonans but 
will do what the Arizonans say.   The commission must create districts that We the People 
of Arizona want.  

We need experienced leaders chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has the qualifications 
of being an experience and effective leader/facilitator.  His experience includes the 
facilitation of many highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years.  The 
result of which were respected and well collaborated decisions and results.

Marlene Linda Macek Yavapai

29 1/14/21 12:12:45 1/14/21 12:15:31 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I am a native of Flagstaff and have been a lawyer here for over 25 years.  I have worked 
closely with Rob Wilson for over 15 years on various civic causes in Northern Arizona and 
strongly support his appointment to the Arizona Independent Redistricting Commission.  
Our citizens deserve a strong voice from rural Arizona in the redistricting process and Rob 
fits this requirement perfectly.  I have served with him on several board and committees; 
most extensively with the Greater Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce and its Business 
Advocacy Division.  I am also aware of Rob’s various business endeavors throughout these 
years.  Rob is one of the hardest workers I know, and has a unique skill set that allows him 
to work with people of all affiliations, backgrounds and philosophies. He is a natural leader 
and, though not afraid to take a strong position, has always sought to build consensus 
where it can be achieved.  I have personally experienced Rob working with those whose 
positions he has opposed to find common ground – even though resolution seemed 
unlikely – and achieve a solution.  Rob is fiercely independent and, even when we have 
disagreed on an issue, he is able to portray his position with clarity and order.  He is 
efficient in meetings, is able to maintain order, and avoids the ad hominem attacks that 
seem to have become commonplace in today’s discourse.  In sum, Rob Wilson is precisely 
the type of person Arizona needs on the AIRC and we must not miss this opportunity to 
have his involvement on behalf of rural Arizona in this important pursuit of fairness and 
independence. 

Stephen Thompson Coconino

30 1/14/21 12:13:32 1/14/21 12:15:41 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Loquvam has connections with APS which is a major GOP supporter. This candidate is likely 
bias.

k Gibson Navajo

31 1/14/21 12:00:00 1/14/21 12:16:00 General Comments Other/Neutral I implore each commissioner to strive today to select their chair based on true 
independence. It is your constitutional duty to select someone “who is committed to 
applying the provisions of [redistricting in the AZ Constitution] in an honest, independent 
and impartial fashion and to upholding public confidence in the integrity of the 
redistricting process.” You are each partisan representatives and while I trust your 
independence, we are each human who cannot help but sometimes suffer from biases. 
You must today focus on how we can be guided by the better angels of our nature as 
President Lincoln called for the last time our country was so divided. Confidence in the 
political process depends so much on selecting a chair who both *is* and *appears* 
independent. Competitive districts ensure our representatives must convince members of 
their own parties and other parties. Paul Gosar and Raul Grijalva disenfranchise the 
minorities of voters in their districts. You must strive for independence and impartiality 
today. The best way to do so and to keep yourselves independent and impartial is by 
selecting the most independent and impartial candidate from the group today. 

Benjamin Sanchez Maricopa

32 1/14/21 12:14:48 1/14/21 12:17:19 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob Wilson would be an outstanding choice.  He is very active in the community and would 
be a true independent representative.

Shelley G. 
Altenstadter

Coconino

33 1/14/21 12:12:47 1/14/21 12:18:34 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want the IRC to draw fair districts that represent the will of the citizens. Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of diverse opinions for 23 years. He is 
respected for getting total-buy-in, well collaborated results. 

Raymond Bedford 
Harris

Yavapai

34 1/14/21 12:17:02 1/14/21 12:19:13 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Life long American.  22 years US Navy.  Involved in the community, honest, respectful and 
respected community member

Owen Mills Yavapai

35 1/14/21 12:17:33 1/14/21 12:20:32 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I support you choosing Rob Wilson. He is a great choice for your commission because he is 
open-minded, intelligent, hard-working and reliable. And VERY IMPORTANTLY, he will 
represent Northern Arizona!
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Lisa Machina
Flagstaff, Arizona resident

Lisa Machina Coconino

36 1/14/21 12:08:55 1/14/21 12:22:22 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support We need an experienced leader/facilitator to obtain the chairman seat who will not just 
hear the public, but ensure what the public says is what the commission does. Robert 
Wilson has facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 
years with respected, total-buy-in, well collaborated results. I believe rural Arizona should 
be represented in this very important redistricting process and if a 10th congressional seat 
is added I want that seat to represent rural Arizona. The commission should draw FAIR 
districts that represent the will of the citizens of Arizona and I believe Robert Wilson is the 
best for chairing this committee. Thank you for considering my comment on this issue.

Heather Ruth Scott Coconino

37 1/14/21 12:16:54 1/14/21 12:23:02 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I've known Rob since moving to Flagstaff in early September of 2020, and have a 
membership at his company, Timberline Firearms.  As a Marine vet myself, I have the 
highest respect for Rob's service in the Navy.  I can't think of a better person to represent 
the district.

John Thomas Lewis Coconino

38 1/14/21 12:22:47 1/14/21 12:24:08 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Independent??? Hosting a rally for a party’s candidate is the opposite of independent. 
Making social media posts attacking one party is not an independent. 

Charles Klass Maricopa

39 1/14/21 12:22:08 1/14/21 12:24:20 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support
I support you choosing Rob Wilson. I know Rob Wilson personally and he is a great choice 
for your commission because he is open-minded, intelligent, hard-working and reliable. 
And VERY IMPORTANTLY, he will represent Northern Arizona!

Thank you for your time and consideration,

John Paul Roccaforte

Flagstaff, Arizona resident

John Paul Roccaforte Coconino

40 1/14/21 12:07:49 1/14/21 12:24:59 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support My name is Charlie Odegaard a resident of Flagstaff, I'm a third generation small business 
owner and was a City of Flagstaff Councilmember from 2016-2020. I would ask you to give 
serious consideration to Mr. Wilson who I believe would provide an independent 
prospective leadership for rural Arizona who is also a successful small business owner 
himself in rural Coconino County that would position himself well to represent all of rural 
Arizona. Mr. Wilson is well spoken and will provide professional leadership that would 
serve the commission well. Thank you for your consideration.

Van(Charlie) A. 
Odegaard

Coconino

41 1/14/21 12:24:10 1/14/21 12:25:24 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Lobbyists are forbidden from holding this position. As the general counsel for Pinnacle 
West he was engaged in lobbying. Should be per se disqualification 

Charles Klass Maricopa

42 1/14/21 12:16:14 1/14/21 12:25:29 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Flagstaff and rural Arizona needs representation in the redistricting process. We need fair 
districts that represents ALL citizens of Arizona. Rob Wilson will be that voice for rural 
Arizona.

Jennifer Kuczora Coconino

43 1/14/21 12:25:21 1/14/21 12:26:06 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support Schupak has the political experience for the job without having any obvious bias, making 
her the best choice.

Carmen Alderton Maricopa

44 1/14/21 12:26:09 1/14/21 12:27:18 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Wilson held a Trump support party this year - he is clearly biased toward a Republican 
agenda and is unfit for this position.

Carmen Alderton Maricopa

45 1/14/21 12:22:08 1/14/21 12:27:28 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Very impressed with Robert Wilson. Demonstrated strength and competency during 
interview. Collaborative working spirit.

James W. O'Connor Maricopa

46 1/14/21 12:27:19 1/14/21 12:28:12 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Loquvam is a paid lobbyist and is therefore unfit to serve. Carmen Alderton Maricopa

47 1/14/21 12:18:52 1/14/21 12:29:12 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want an experienced leader/facilitator to chair the Arizona IRC. Rob has 23 years 
experience and can be trusted to listen to the citizens and fairly represent rural Arizona in 
the redistricting process. 

Kittie Lucylle Harris Yavapai

48 1/14/21 12:07:25 1/14/21 12:29:18 General Comments In opposition I am opposed to Robert Wilson and Thomas Loquvam. Instead, let's pick a true 
independent from the other candidates.

Nicholas Collins Maricopa

49 1/14/21 12:27:17 1/14/21 12:29:35 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Registering as Independent does not mean it is truly one's leaning. Robert Wilson has 
multiple posts on social media that indicate a CLEAR bias. The direction of the bias is less 
important to call out here, because it should not be about WHICH bias it is. But there is 
CLEAR evidence it exists. He does NOT meet the requirements for this seat.

Gregory Wise Maricopa

50 1/14/21 12:16:55 1/14/21 12:29:55 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition A truly independent redistricting commission is the desire and mandate of the citizens of 
the State of Arizona.  This means the 5th commissioner must be selected based not only 
on an "independent" political party registration, but also on their actions, expressions, and 
intentions being reflective of a truly independent person.  Mr Wilson's previous political 
activism in support of the Trump Campaign (and other Republican candidates) belies his 
claim that he is truly independent.  His selection to the commission would give the IRC a 
steep tilt toward, not just a Republican bias, but a hard right wing bias.  Mr Wilson's 
inclusion on the commission would violate the intent of the Citizens of Arizona when they 
established the IRC.  Therefore, I respectfully request the 4 appointed members of the IRC 
reject Robert Wilson's candidacy for the 5th commission spot. 

Ted Hiserodt Maricopa

51 1/14/21 12:20:27 1/14/21 12:30:12 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Historically Mr. Wilson has had public rallies and events that support Republican 
candidates. Mr. Wilson continually supports the Republican party and its affiliates and 
does not accurately depict a TRUE Independent. 

Sophia Ramirez Maricopa

52 1/14/21 12:28:36 1/14/21 12:30:50 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Excellent community involved individual Gary Reddington Coconino

53 1/14/21 12:17:35 1/14/21 12:31:00 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I have personal experience with Rob on committee for the Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce 
and found him to be very down to earth, no-nonsense and personable yet task oriented. I 
appreciated his results orientation. Rob would be an excellent choice because he brings a 
"non-metro" perspective and would be to diverse populations of the state (typically 
woefully underrepresented.)

Margaret Pavlich Yavapai

54 1/14/21 12:23:11 1/14/21 12:31:30 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Having moved to Payson after living in Phoenix for over 50 years, it has become clear that 
rural Arizona - especially the northern part - is under major challenges.  These challenges - 
forest management, fire prevention, water issues, economic depression - must have a 
voice in Washington and on Washington Street.  It should be clear that having a voice in 
redistricting/re apportionment that speaks to these issues will benefit ALL the residents of 
Arizona.
I strongly advocate that Robert Wilson is best qualified to represent those issues and 
request that he is chosen for this critical position.  Thank you for your consideration of this 
recommendatioin.

Phillip LeRoy Mason, 
Sr.

Gila

55 1/14/21 12:30:14 1/14/21 12:32:41 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition Erika Schupak Neuberg was a registered Republican in AZ from 2000-2016 and contributed 
nearly $10,000 to Governor Ducey, along with other Republicans and PACs. This 
disqualifies her for an "independent" seat. 

Gregory Wise Maricopa

56 1/14/21 12:30:23 1/14/21 12:33:43 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I would like to support Rob Wilson, he represents rural Arizona. I want the commission to 
continue to draw fair districts that represent the will of the citizens of Arizona. Thank you 
for taking the time to read my comment. 

Cheryl Granger Coconino

57 1/14/21 12:30:23 1/14/21 12:33:45 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Mr. Wilson is socially and politically aligned with extreme far-right ideology. He is not 
independent, nor can he be expected to participate in the redistricting process with 
fairness toward all of Arizona’s voters. I and other residents of Arizona strongly object to 
his nomination to this committee.

Shersta Chabot Pinal

58 1/14/21 12:00:16 1/14/21 12:34:52 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition While Mr. Wilson speaks very nicely, his statements of being impartial though hosting 
Republican candidates on his property is disingenuous.  If you are hosting, you are 
implying support and to say otherwise means you are either fooling yourself or 
purposefully storytelling to your audience. This gentleman is obviously partisan even 
though he denies it. He is not a suitable independent voice. Thank you for your 
consideration.

Ruthann Albrighton 
Arredondo

Maricopa

59 1/14/21 12:33:31 1/14/21 12:35:27 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I don't see how his support and knowledge of gun ranges has anything to do with the 
impartial and transparent IRC process.

Brandi Ryan-Cabot Maricopa

60 1/14/21 12:32:29 1/14/21 12:35:38 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support Stop gerrymandering. Joseph P Sundblom Maricopa

61 1/14/21 12:33:20 1/14/21 12:35:52 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Thomas Loquvam is entrenched in AZ politics and is unlikely to provide an independent 
unbiased view to how we re-draw districts. He is no stranger to Republican political circles 
having received compensation from Republican Governor Ducey’s PACs. 

Gregory Wise Maricopa

62 1/14/21 12:30:49 1/14/21 12:36:28 General Comments Other/Neutral I am so pleased that this interview/selection process is open and live broadcasted to the 
public.  However, I have found the website for the IRC very elusive with the information on 
its website, or maybe it is generally user-unfriendly. I also noticed no explanation I could 
find for why only 5 applicants were interviewed out of all the applications submitted. And 
someone who was a registered lobbyist, but checked the 'No' box was in the final 
interviews! Please be more public with news releases of this once a decade event that is so 
vital to our democracy.

Jeanne Santillan Maricopa

63 1/14/21 12:28:52 1/14/21 12:37:33 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I believe he is biased towards the Republican party for holding a Trump rally at his gun 
shop.

Doug  Arnold Maricopa

64 1/14/21 12:30:24 1/14/21 12:37:56 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Robert Wilson is an engaged member of the community and a Flagstaff business owner. 
He would be an excellent candidate for this position. He is well informed of the community 
needs and objectives and would be a definite asset to this commission.

Jacqueline A. Kellogg Coconino

65 1/14/21 12:34:03 1/14/21 12:38:06 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Mr. Loquvam is a lobbyist with financial ties to APS, rendering him unfit to contribute to 
the redistricting process. There is little doubt that his connections represent a serious 
conflict of interest, throwing into doubt his ability to ensure that the commission act with 
equanimity and fairness to all Arizona voters. I and like-minded Arizona residents object 
strongly to his appointment to this committee.

Shersta Chabot Pinal

66 1/14/21 12:33:29 1/14/21 12:38:31 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Good afternoon. I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important 
redistricting process. Plus, I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts 
outreach to Arizona citizens.  We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but 
ensure that what the public says is what the commission does.  Rob Wilson has facilitated 
numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with respected, 
total-buy-in, with well-collaborated results. Therefore I urge you to appoint/name Mr. Rob 
Wilson to the commission. Thank you very much for your time and consideration.

Jack L Williams Jr Coconino

67 1/14/21 12:30:03 1/14/21 12:38:45 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I witnessed an incident in 2014 that gives me grave concern about the Robert Wilson's 
judgment and ability to work with others.   In late October 2014, I was a volunteer 
observer of the count of early ballots in Flagstaff at the Coconino County's Elections 
Warehouse.  I was the designated agent for Jim McCarthy, who was running for City 
Council.  Mr. Wilson was the designated agent for Mayor Jerry Nabours.   In an email from 
CC Recorder Patty Hansen to the candidates, she stated that the candidates chosen in a 
drawing could "send an observer to our central counting location when we count early 
ballots."   The count began on Thursday, October 30th.  I showed up.  Mr. Wilson showed 
up a bit later and was immediately upset that we were not witnessing the ballot handling 
process from start to finish.  He called Mr. Nabours who gave him the number for a 
Republican Party lawyer, argued with Sidney Browning from the County Elections office, 
and left the warehouse to go downtown.  He told me he was going to demand to observe 
the entire ballot handling process.   I was shocked at his behavior. 

Sharon Edgar Coconino

68 1/14/21 12:38:07 1/14/21 12:39:40 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process, 
as 
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural 
Arizona...

Anne Margaret Roper Yavapai

69 1/14/21 12:20:21 1/14/21 12:40:05 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe Rob Wilson would be a successful, independent chair of this highly important 
commission.  Mr. Wilson is exceptionally experienced in how to work with all kinds of 
individuals to achieve consensus; agreement and uses a collaborative approach to achieve 
results.  I support Mr. Wilson for the independent position of Chair of the IRC.

Mary Alison Morris Yavapai

70 1/14/21 12:38:21 1/14/21 12:40:58 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition He is "on the books" as a registered lobbyist...an automatic disqualification for serving on 
the commission.  Why he was even admitted as a candidate is perplexing to me.  It doesn't 
matter if he says that he isn't an "active lobbyist".  He is a registered lobbyist...end of 
story.

Linda A. Chiles Maricopa

71 1/14/21 12:15:03 1/14/21 12:43:22 General Comments Other/Neutral I urge each Commissioner to choose an Independent Chair who is truly independent, who 
will act in the best interest of all the voters of Arizona, and uphold the integrity of 
elections in Arizona. They, and you, must support the drawing of district lines in a way that 
complies with the words and the spirit of the AZ Constitution, and fulfills the purpose of 
our Independent Redistricting Commission that Arizona made history by creating years 
ago. 

As you evaluate the independence of each candidate for Chair, please consider not only 
their current party registration, but also: their party history, amount and history of their 
political donations, and their social media posts. These are all highly relevant factors in 
determining their ability to serve Arizona voters with independence and without favor to 
any party. 

The integrity of our elections demands your best efforts to ensure that the IRC and its 
resulting maps are free from partisan influence or the appearance of impropriety. Despite 
the unfounded claims of fraud that arose in the 2020 election cycle, our elections in 
Arizona have been a model of success for the last few years. Arizona’s election success was 
demonstrated in the dismissal of the lawsuits filed which sought to establish fraud 
occurred without providing any evidence. Your choice of IRC Chair and commitment to 
free and fair elections will help insulate the IRC, the maps you draw, and Arizona elections 
for the next decade from insinuations of irregularity or partisan gerrymandering. 

The four of you as Commissioners have been given an important charge, and I urge you to 
keep the interests of all Arizona voters who depend on you foremost in your minds as you 
first select the fifth Commissioner as Chair, and then complete your tasks for redistricting 
in Arizona over the next many months. 

Priyanka Sundareshan Pima

72 1/14/21 12:41:57 1/14/21 12:43:27 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. 
Thank you for considering Robert from northern Arizona

Andrea Kadar Yavapai

73 1/14/21 12:41:14 1/14/21 12:43:47 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob would be a great contribution to the Arizona’s Independent Redistricting Commission. Paul W. Turner Coconino



74 1/14/21 12:29:48 1/14/21 12:45:00 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Arizona is a beautiful and unique state.  We are 30 year residents of northern Arizona.  We 
want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well collaborated RESULTS.  We want the commission to draw fair 
districts that represent the citizens of northern Arizona.
Thank you for your time and attention.

William  Wiley Coconino

75 1/14/21 12:40:53 1/14/21 12:45:26 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Wilson hosted a pro-trump rally, which calls into question his status as an “independent” 
party member. Especially in light of recent events, I also think it calls into question his 
judgement  

Jordan Patterson Maricopa

76 1/14/21 12:44:06 1/14/21 12:45:40 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Dear IRC Members, we in rural Arizona are excited there's one candidate from rural 
Arizona selected as a nominee in your pool for Chairman.  Rob would be a tremendous and 
fair asset to this important process.  Thank you very much for your sincere consideration 
for Rob Wilson as Chair.

Joe Galli Coconino

77 1/14/21 12:02:48 1/14/21 12:46:04 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition A person who decided to apply to the IRC on a whim doesn't seem like someone who is 
passionate about this work or what it means to serve as the Chair. But most importantly, 
he's a registered lobbyist! Thomas Loquvam is a registered lobbyist and a private attorney 
who was paid by Doug Ducey through his political action committees. 
Being paid to assist the current Republican Governor’s political activity calls into question 
how independent he can be. The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a 
political professional with a personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will 
listen to all Arizonans during public testimony -- not one paid to lobby for special interests. 

Vianey De Anda Maricopa

78 1/14/21 12:42:34 1/14/21 12:46:06 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Mr. Wilson should not be selected as the Independent on the Commission.  By stating his 
dedication to the 2nd Amendment he is clearly stating his political views and political 
views should not be part of an "Independent" Commission especially for the Chair position 
which is supposed to be totally "Independent". 

Diane W. McQueen Yavapai

79 1/14/21 12:45:07 1/14/21 12:46:07 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. Dwight Kadar Yavapai

80 1/14/21 12:40:19 1/14/21 12:46:08 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support The right experience and leadership history for the voters of Arizona. Albert Kent Barber Yavapai

81 1/14/21 12:45:29 1/14/21 12:46:44 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support Experienced committee member, truly takes non-partisan stance Jordan Patterson Maricopa

82 1/14/21 12:39:35 1/14/21 12:47:20 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition The responsibility of the Independent Redistricting Commission (IRC) is to “uphold public 
confidence” in the integrity of its actions, specifically, the drawing of fair district 

maps…maps that create fair, competitive voting districts, to the extent possible, versus 
creating districts that unfairly preserve the status quo of any given party or incumbent 
lawmaker.

Should a nominee who hosted partisan events, i.e., Trump campaign rally and other rallies 
for Republican candidates, be chosen as Chair of the IRC?

A true Independent must be selected to chair the IRC, otherwise confidence in the 
integrity of the commission will be impossible.

Hope Busto-Keyes Pima

83 1/14/21 12:47:43 1/14/21 12:48:45 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizona should be represented in this very important redistricting process. Sharon Grether Coconino

84 1/14/21 12:48:10 1/14/21 12:49:19 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.

Mason Petty Coconino

85 1/14/21 12:47:21 1/14/21 12:49:49 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support An Independent perspective would best serve the citizens of Arizona. It is time to focus on 
citizens and not political parties. 

Sheryl Cudney Yavapai

86 1/14/21 12:48:54 1/14/21 12:51:05 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition His social media is filled with anti-democratic posts.
He has posted content saying that people who move to the state from CA are voting 
democratic and are thereby ruining the state. 

Joe O'Donnell Coconino

87 1/14/21 12:46:55 1/14/21 12:51:19 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob Wilson would be a great person for this job. He has served his country and is a 
business owner that knows how to get things done and work with others. Please choose 
him for the chair of the IRC. Thank you.

Shannon R. 
Branstetter

Gila

88 1/14/21 12:42:13 1/14/21 12:51:39 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support As a fellow business owner in the Flagstaff area, I have come to know Mr. Wilson and have 
found him to highly intelligent, completely honorable, and to have excellent judgment. To 
succeed as an employer and community member in Flagstaff is to be able to objectively 
consider many diverse and strongly-held views, as this is a politically-engaged city. I 
strongly recommend Rob as someone who I have observed at all times to be kind and fair, 
and I am here to comment because I consider political district boundary determinations to 
be a very important process. It is also a very difficult and detailed process, and Rob Wilson 
is an extremely hard worker who would contribute greatly, while also being easy to get 
along with.

Bruce Douglas 
Sidlinger

Coconino

89 1/14/21 12:23:57 1/14/21 12:53:35 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I am always wary of "Redistricting committees". They traditionally only have members 
from big cities and partisan activists that are just divisive. It seems that it is not about 
fairness, but about partisan advantage. We need to change that. Please put Rob Wilson on 
the board.

The ONLY person who has stepped up who is from Rural Arizona and who is nonpartisan is 
Rob Wilson. Rob is a veteran. No one else I know of on the list is a Vet. He has lived and 
worked in our community for years. He has invested in a business and built a very 
expensive "Green" building to house it, not because he had to, but because he wants to do 
the right thing. He volunteers in the community and supports those in need. He walks the 
walks every day and we see it. So please make the folks who speak against Mr. Wilson be 
specific about their complaints. You will see how shallow and partisan their motivations 
are.

Now partisan people who do not even know him will attack him because of his business 
and being a Vet or say vague things like he is not "Independent enough". That BS was 
thrown out of court "With Prejudice" proving it false and a partisan attack. They just want 
people they can manipulate or are fake. 

Check the supposed independents voter registration! How long have they been 
"Independent"?  Don't fall for the partisan game of changing registration in time to try to 
stack the Redistricting committee! Check how long they have been registered IND!

We need a Rural voice. A veterans voice and an Independent voice on the committee who 
consistently does the right thing.

Respectfully Submitted, Drake Mitchell

Drake Mitchell - 
Independent

Coconino

90 1/14/21 12:49:22 1/14/21 12:53:44 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support It is vital to Arizona’s prosperity to include rural voices in the redistricting process. Wilson 
would be a strong advocate for rural areas as well as someone known for his ability to 
work with diverse interests. Select Rob Wilson for the Independent voice on the 
redistricting commission.

Vicki Bendau Gila

91 1/14/21 12:52:14 1/14/21 12:54:18 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition He has made his political bias very clear in his social media. He is totally an unacceptable 
choice for this position. I strongly oppose his appointment.

Fredric James Grethel Maricopa

92 1/14/21 12:32:35 1/14/21 12:55:11 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I have meet Robert Wilson and his wife while at their fantastic shooting range.  He is a very 
pleasant person to speak with as are all of his employees at his business Timblerline.  The 
first time I meet Mr. Wilson I was waiting for my instructor to arrive we went into the 
conference room and spoke about living in California, working in law enforcement and the 
military and his commitment to law and order and the people of Flagstaff.  I loved 
reminising about his father in law who was a well know news reporter who I watch all the 
time on television when I lived in California.  He is very familiar with the specific issues 
facing Northern Arizona and its rural communities.  I want someone on the board who is 
fair and understanding.  He listens to the concerns of those around him and is able to 
address those concerns with the utmost professionalism.  He understands that he works 
for the people of Arizona and not those in Washington DC or other States.   We here, in 
Northern Arizona have been treated as the step child and been taken for granted for long 
enough.  We have nothing in common with Southern Arizona and want to be fairly 
represented.  Thank you for your time and consideration in this process.

Margaret Bevan Coconino

93 1/14/21 12:54:10 1/14/21 12:56:30 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition It was documented that this candidate hosted a Trump ralley in August, and has been a 
GOP donor who specifically didn't answer who he spoke with about the Commission. This 
is not an independent.

Brandi Ryan-Cabot Maricopa

94 1/14/21 12:55:17 1/14/21 12:57:50 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob has chaired past meetings and is a rural Arizona business owner. He can bring talent 
to the table and rural Arizona needs more representation on issues that will impact us.

John Franklin Kracht Yavapai

95 1/14/21 12:54:57 1/14/21 12:58:29 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support She is a very Qualified individual. She is open minded and will do what’s best for Arizona. Jerome W Alderton Maricopa

96 1/14/21 12:58:06 1/14/21 13:00:16 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I support Robert Wilson as the best candidate that will represent the interest of rural 
Arizona as opposed to those who represent the more urban and suburban areas. Thank 
you.

Michael Mathews Yavapai

97 1/14/21 12:52:46 1/14/21 13:00:27 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition He should have withdrawn from the lobbying list if he wanted to serve on the IRC knowing, 
as he did, that it would exclude him from serving...whether or not he has lobbied in the 
past makes no difference.  He's not eligible.

Linda A. Chiles Maricopa

98 1/14/21 12:35:55 1/14/21 13:01:15 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support Mr Teesdale in his Statement of Interest stated clearly what I believe is paramount to 
Democracy: that "congressional districts be organized in a logical manner geographically 
and without consideration of the demographics inside that geography."
While, I believe that in addition, the population density should factor in the size of districts 
(to attempt to have equal votes) other demographics are of no concern. 

Gregory Wise Maricopa

99 1/14/21 12:06:25 1/14/21 13:01:44 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Today is your first - and arguably one of your most consequential -  decisions as a member 
of Arizona’s Independent Redistricting Commission. Who you select as the Chair will shape 
every aspect of your work. The Chair is the fifth voting member of the Commission and 
must be able to work with all four of you, even as you come to this work from different 
political parties. 

The pool of finalists you must choose between is an imperfect pool. Some of the finalists 
are individuals with very clear partisan bias. Mr. Wilson raises concerns because of his 
consistent political activity on behalf of just one political party. Similarly, Mr. Loquvam’s 
own political ties are a cause for concern. In fact, he has received payment for legal 
services from Governor Ducey’s political action committees. 

In order to work towards fair maps and a transparent process, it is critical that the 
Independent commissioner be truly independent, not a political insider with a partisan 
agenda. The Chair must be willing to lead a commission process that will prioritize listening  
and utilizing  feedback from Arizonans across the state during public testimony. This is 
fundamental to upholding our confidence in the integrity of the redistricting commission - 
confidence that can quickly fade if you select a Chair whose independence is compromised 
by political activity and motivations.  

Please carefully consider this decision with the knowledge that the applicants’ clear ties to 
partisan politics will corrupt the Commission’s constitutionally-mandated political 
independence. The legitimacy of the Independent Redistricting Commission is on the line.

We hope you will come together to serve the people of Arizona.

All On The Line 
Arizona - Kendra 
Alvarez, State Director

Maricopa

100 1/14/21 12:58:41 1/14/21 13:01:49 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Former APS counsel who avoided answering the questions specifically and whose firm has 
received money from Ducey PACS. He does not read as Independent.

Brandi Ryan-Cabot Maricopa

101 1/14/21 13:00:45 1/14/21 13:02:11 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Robert Wilson has the expertise to hold this position.  Deidre R Craig Coconino

102 1/14/21 13:01:17 1/14/21 13:02:53 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo Other/Neutral While I support most of what was outlined in this candidate's submission, I am somewhat 
concerned that she did not vote in the last election. The elections include many issues and 
candidates for multiple offices. To skip because you don't like either presidential candidate 
and then wish to engage in the process is a bit frustrating to me.

Gregory Wise Maricopa

103 1/14/21 12:58:41 1/14/21 13:03:01 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Mr. Loquvam's affiliation with APS, Pinnacle West and Epcor should rule him out 
immediately from being considered as an Independent and as the Chair of the 
Commission.  The AIRC needs to do everything it can to completely stay away from any 
perception or perceived perception of being affiliated with companies that have a 
documented history of spending millions of dollars to sway votes.  The process of re-
drawing the LD and CD maps is too important to take this risk.  As a voter I strongly oppose 
selecting Mr. Loquvam to service on the AIRC.

Diane W. McQueen Yavapai

104 1/14/21 12:33:41 1/14/21 13:04:38 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support With a prestigious record of service over a 22 year career, Rob Wilson served honorably in 
the US Navy with equal commitment under Democrat and Republican administrations 
alike, in an area comprising some of our nation’s most sensitive materials and equipment. 
As a civilian, in the time I’ve known him, I find him an intelligent, organized, open-minded 
listener who gathers facts and weighs information without prejudice or investment in pre-
determined outcomes.

Much is being made of a Trump campaign event held in the parking lot of his business. The 
campaign reached out to him, and he hosted the event because the citizens of Northern 
Arizona (generally neglected by both Democrat and Republican presidential campaigns) 
deserved to hear from the campaign directly. Had the DNC approached him, he would 
have hosted them as well, and for the same reason. Sadly for Northern Arizona, the DNC 
did not. 

In my opinion, there is no candidate from rural Arizona more capable or trustworthy than 
Rob Wilson to serve as the Independent member of the Redistricting Committee. 

Sharon Lee Kennick Coconino

105 1/14/21 13:06:04 1/14/21 13:08:36 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Has the best interest of northen Az.of all the candidates and has a long history of service to 
our country.

Helen Hebert Gila

106 1/14/21 13:08:21 1/14/21 13:09:17 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition He will not represent rural Arizona. Jennifer Kuczora Coconino

107 1/14/21 12:57:07 1/14/21 13:09:33 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I have had the pleasure of knowing Rob for over 5 years.  I would support Rob being 
selected as Chair of the IRC, membership in the IRC or any other committee he wanted to 
be a part of.  Rob is one of the smartest, most fair people I have ever known.  He doesn't 
get caught up in the emotion of a situation but looks at if from a rational point of view.  
Rob deals in facts not in hyperbole or histrionics like a lot of our society these days.  Rob is 
truly an independent thinker, not towing either party line but instead looking at the facts, 
asking the tough questions and then researching the answers he gets to verify.  Rob is a 
dedicated person, I work out with him at the gym and have never seen him put in less than 
100% for every session.  He is also dedicated to his wife, his dogs and horses and to his 
business and employees.  I trust in Rob Wilson's character to do the best for Arizona as a 
whole, not to advance an agenda just because, but to make a fair, informed choice.  If you 
have any questions or need any clarification I am available any time.

Keele F. Smith Coconino

108 1/14/21 13:09:47 1/14/21 13:10:43 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 

Carol Gandolfo Yavapai

109 1/14/21 13:09:21 1/14/21 13:11:30 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I would like to see a rural Arizonan to represent rural areas on the Redistricting 
Commission

Michael Leonard 
Schmitz

Yavapai

110 1/14/21 13:01:48 1/14/21 13:11:43 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Being connected to APS and a lobbyist doing work for Governor Ducey’s office disqualifies 
him. 

Doug  Arnold Maricopa

111 1/14/21 13:10:17 1/14/21 13:12:15 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I don't believe this person to be a real bipartisan independent, and in reality a partisan 
Trump supporter that will not be a good independent voice on the board.

Quanah Orr Maricopa

112 1/14/21 13:12:17 1/14/21 13:13:40 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition I don't believe a lobbyist would do well being an independent voice and provide a fair 
amount decision making to the process.

Quanah Orr Maricopa

113 1/14/21 13:12:22 1/14/21 13:13:45 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Mr. Wilson’s hosting of a Trump rally months ago makes evident that, despite his 
Independent registration, he is unlikely to view this task neutrally. I thought that his 
interview went pretty well (for instance, pointing out that while he had a shooting range, 
he was an active member of Moms Demand Action); but when asked if he had ever hosted 
any event for a Democratic candidate, the answer was no. It is possible that he sincerely 
views himself as independent and impartial; nonetheless, his previous choices make pretty 
clear to me that he should not be chosen for this role.

Nelson Morgan Maricopa

114 1/14/21 13:12:03 1/14/21 13:14:57 General Comments Other/Neutral Dear Commissioners:
Sent via electronic transmission
On behalf of the Indivisible community throughout Arizona, congratulations on being 
selected to serve on the 2020 Arizona Independent Redistricting Commission (AIRC). 
Members of Indivisible Arizona are citizen activists committed to equality and justice for 
all. In the past year and limited by COVID precautions we still hosted more than 400 
distinct election activities throughout the state. We look forward to working with each of 
you in the coming months to ensure the new congressional and state legislative districts 
reflect the evolving face of Arizona and its distinctive communities.
We have three core messages in this letter, which we hope will convey our appreciation 
for your service, while also expressing our concerns in this critical process. First our sincere 
and heartfelt appreciation for stepping up and putting your name forward as potential 
commissioners.
The stakes could not be higher for the task you have stepped forward to undertake. A 
decade of political representation is on the line and the list of stakeholders is long. Truly, 
every Arizonan will be impacted by your work. Redistricting offers stakeholders both 
promise and peril. Fair representation translates directly to political power. Thus, the 
promise. And the peril.
This leads us to our second point, namely the promise. While the Constitutional 
Amendment establishing the AIRC is silent on the issue of public participation (save for the 
requirement to adhere to 48 hours public notice of meetings and agendas), precedent is 
clear. Indeed, there was a clear intention to get the process out of the proverbial dark, 
smoke-filled rooms dominated by partisan interests. The ultimate purpose, though, was 
not only a new honest, independent, and impartial process – but also one that would 
inspire public confidence in the integrity of the redistricting process so that civic 
engagement might be fostered and opportunities for fair representation enhanced. So 
merely replacing the old way with deliberations in a light-filled, smokeless room with an 
option to watch but not participate would be insufficient. During the 2010 process more 
than 50 public meetings were convened by the Commission. We ask that you commit to a 
public participation level at least equal to what
was conducted in 2010. Doing so will inform the AIRC and bolster public confidence in not 
just the process – but also the product – fair maps and competitive districts – for all voters 
of all parties as well as independent voters. This is the promise.

Catherine Sigmon, Co-
Founder, Civic 
Engagement Beyond 
Voting Dana 
Offerman, 
Chairperson, 
Indivisible Tucson 
Action Alliance 
Deborah Howard, 
Chairperson, AZ CD8 
Indivisible Linda Chiles 
and Mary Jeanne 
Fincher, Steering 
Team Members, 
Desert Progressives 
Indivisible Liz Haskell, 
Facilitator, Yuma 
County Indivisible 
Mavis Bauer, 
Chairperson, Prescott 
Indivisible Nick 
Prestera, Co-
President, Stand 
Indivisible AZ

statewide coalition 

115 1/14/21 13:13:56 1/14/21 13:15:03 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Has the best experience and interest in Northern Az. Dayton Hickson Gila

116 1/14/21 13:13:37 1/14/21 13:17:04 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob Wilson has 23 years of experience facilitating meetings where divergent opinions 
were represented. He gets results by listening, valuing people’s opinions and is respected 
for his work in arriving at collaborative decisions.

Linda Marie Bray Yavapai

117 1/14/21 13:16:38 1/14/21 13:18:43 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want an experienced leader chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has facilitated 
numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with respected and 
well collaborated results.  I think you should choose him.

Gregory D. Barsness Gila

118 1/14/21 13:18:19 1/14/21 13:19:25 General Comments Other/Neutral While the AIRC operates independently from electoral office, partisanship remains, and in 
this there is potential peril. As a Commission, your first task will be to choose a leader who 
will be quite literally the “first among equals.” They will be, by design, the tie-breaker vote. 
That person must be sufficiently politically astute to recognize cloaked partisan agendas 
(whether Democratic or Republican) and strong enough to vote against them all day, every 
day, if need be, to do right by all the residents of this grand state.
We know that the preceding comment is well understood by you. We state it to 
underscore our third point, which pertains to the most pressing issue in the current stage 
of this process. We have concerns about two candidates.
Thomas Loquvam is currently a registered paid lobbyist. Proposition 106 language is 
explicit: “Within the three years previous to appointment, members shall not have been 
appointed to, elected to, or a candidate for any other public office...... and shall not have 
served as an officer of a political party, or served as a registered paid lobbyist or as an 
officer of a candidate’s campaign committee.” (emphasis added) Mr. Loquvam argues that 
he does not consider himself a “registered and paid lobbyist” because it is not his primary 
role as General Counsel with EPCOR. As a lawyer himself, he certainly knows his personal 
interpretation is not a fact of law. He is currently a registered paid lobbyist and this fact 
alone disqualifies him. The fact that the Commission on Appellate Court Appointments 
(CACA) was willing to overlook this is by no means reason that you should.
Robert Steven Wilson was selected as an official Elections observer by the Coconino 
Republican Committee in 2012, a role outside the three-year prohibition. In 2012 he also 
made two modest campaign contributions to Republican Presidential candidate Mitt 
Romney. More concerning is that he hosted a campaign rally on behalf of President Trump 
just a few months ago. It is clear Mr. Wilson has a partisan bias; his role as chairperson 
would certainly undermine faith in the process and any public confidence that the product 
of the Commission would be impartial.
Our passion is civic engagement, and our goal, like yours, is fair and competitive districts. 
Again, for all voters of all parties – and those with no party affiliation. We believe in the 
promise of Proposition 106 and the AIRC – that five people acting in good faith, with 
integrity and in the spirit of impartiality can create a fair and competitive political 
landscape to serve all the residents of Arizona. It has worked twice before. Record voter 
turnout in the most recent election is testament to the power of voter engagement and a 
continuation of increased voter participation, a trend begun 20 years ago with the passage 
of Prop. 106. We want to see that trend continue.
 
Your selection of a Chairperson and the reasoning you use to reach this decision will either 
decrease or increase the doubt and suspicion that is already present. It will either set in 
motion a continuation of the historic success of the AIRC that has contributed to increased 
civic engagement in the last 20 years, or it will not.
Every decision you make will be intensively scrutinized. Decisions are likely to get harder 
and the stakes higher as you begin creating districts. But the decision of who will be 
named Chairperson will be the one that will define how the five of you work together. It 
will determine whether the votes will always be 3 to 2, or if it could be 5 to 0, a result that 
could be achieved through give and take, trust, and the ability to compromise. It will also 
be the first opportunity to demonstrate to the public and to all stakeholders the 
authenticity of your stated commitment to act in an honest, independent, and impartial 
fashion, upholding the public confidence in the integrity of the redistricting process.

Sincerely, Catherine 
Sigmon, Co-Founder, 
Civic Engagement 
Beyond Voting Dana 
Offerman, 
Chairperson, 
Indivisible Tucson 
Action Alliance 
Deborah Howard, 
Chairperson, AZ CD8 
Indivisible Linda Chiles 
and Mary Jeanne 
Fincher, Steering 
Team Members, 
Desert Progressives 
Indivisible Liz Haskell, 
Facilitator, Yuma 
County Indivisible 
Mavis Bauer, 
Chairperson, Prescott 
Indivisible Nick 
Prestera, Co-
President, Stand 
Indivisible AZ

Statewide Coalition 

119 1/14/21 13:16:51 1/14/21 13:19:35 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Sources say Robert Wilson hosted a Trump campaign rally in the fall of 2020. Although his 
application lists him as an independent, the rally suggests he leans much more Republican 
than Democratic (and therefore not well suited for a bi-partisan seat on this board).

Claire Lunden Maricopa

120 1/14/21 13:19:28 1/14/21 13:20:11 General Comments Other/Neutral The 2010 Commission was never able to establish consensus, with majority of votes being 
3 to 2. Yet, you can create that possibility, and this first decision will lay the foundation. 
Which of the five candidates available is most likely to seek that outcome through their 
experience and leadership skills in a truly non-partisan, independent background? It’s a 
tough call, and we ask that you, the four named partisan members, collaborate to select a 
truly effective and independent Chairperson. That person must be someone you will trust, 
even when – especially when, you don’t agree.
We appreciate you considering these thoughts and concerns with the good will in which 
we share them. Our thanks again to each of you for your willingness to do this important 
work on behalf of all Arizonans. Your public service is sincerely appreciated. We look 
forward to working with you over the coming months.
Sincerely,
Catherine Sigmon, Co-Founder, Civic Engagement Beyond Voting
Dana Offerman, Chairperson, Indivisible Tucson Action Alliance
Deborah Howard, Chairperson, AZ CD8 Indivisible
Linda Chiles and Mary Jeanne Fincher, Steering Team Members, Desert Progressives 
Indivisible Liz Haskell, Facilitator, Yuma County Indivisible
Mavis Bauer, Chairperson, Prescott Indivisible
Nick Prestera, Co-President, Stand Indivisible AZ

Sincerely, Catherine 
Sigmon, Co-Founder, 
Civic Engagement 
Beyond Voting Dana 
Offerman, 
Chairperson, 
Indivisible Tucson 
Action Alliance 
Deborah Howard, 
Chairperson, AZ CD8 
Indivisible Linda Chiles 
and Mary Jeanne 
Fincher, Steering 
Team Members, 
Desert Progressives 
Indivisible Liz Haskell, 
Facilitator, Yuma 
County Indivisible 
Mavis Bauer, 
Chairperson, Prescott 
Indivisible Nick 
Prestera, Co-
President, Stand 
Indivisible AZ

121 1/14/21 13:11:30 1/14/21 13:21:21 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Robert Wilson possesses excellent credentials who will represent the needs and interests 
of rural Arizona well.  Our needs are often neglected or forgotten.  He is an independent 
who has the character and background which make him an outstanding choice.

John P. Gruber Gila



122 1/14/21 13:17:05 1/14/21 13:21:54 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. 
If Arizona gets a 10th seat , I  want the seat to represent us in rural Arizona. 

Patrick  Harry Shubin Coconino

123 1/14/21 13:19:34 1/14/21 13:22:47 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support
I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. 
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS

Alice marie Carroll Coconino

124 1/14/21 13:19:28 1/14/21 13:24:35 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition We can't allow a lobbyist to be part of this crucial decision for our state. Thomas Loquvam, 
a lawyer at utility company EPCOR. T Loquvam’s is registered as a lobbyist, which would 
disqualify him from serving on the remapping commission. 

Clara I Dubash Maricopa

125 1/14/21 13:25:02 1/14/21 13:26:05 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition We can't have an extremist Trump supporter to represent the independents in our state. clara I Dubash Maricopa

126 1/14/21 13:16:45 1/14/21 13:26:42 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob Wilson is a long-time Independent and is the only rural person who is applying for the 
job. We need a person who represents both for this position because Arizona has a large 
rural area and an Independent voter is able to take an objective view on issues related that 
affect redistricting, rather than make a choice that helps their party. I think it's also 
important that the person who is running for the position, especially as an Independent be 
checked for how long they have been registered. Some people register for a particular 
party just in time to apply for the job, rather than being a true Independent.  Rob Wilson is 
the only true Independent qualified to represent us. 

Gianna Agata Elms Coconino

127 1/14/21 13:27:13 1/14/21 13:28:34 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want rural Arizona represented in the redistricting. Karen S.  Cooper Coconino

128 1/14/21 13:27:27 1/14/21 13:28:56 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition I do not feel this candidate is able to make unbiased decisions Shanan Villarreal Maricopa

129 1/14/21 13:29:02 1/14/21 13:30:07 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I do not feel like this person is able to make unbiased decisions, and am concerned about 
their backing of Trump and his current encouragement of attacking our democracy 

Shanan Villarreal Maricopa

130 1/14/21 13:29:40 1/14/21 13:30:42 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Happy to supprt this candidate from Northern Az. Allyson k. Stevenson Yavapai

131 1/14/21 13:25:44 1/14/21 13:31:43 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.

MERLE  FRANK  
HENDERSON

Coconino

132 1/14/21 13:26:43 1/14/21 13:32:00 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob Wilson is qualified to represent rural Az. Robert A Craig Coconino

133 1/14/21 13:18:20 1/14/21 13:33:01 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In opposition When he said he didn't watch the other interviews, why was his name/screen showing, 
though it was "greyed out", it seemed he could have been listening. He himself says he 
"technology savvy".  District 1 is too far spread and Northern Arizona needs to be 
separated back out.

Jennifer Kuczora Coconino

134 1/14/21 13:30:24 1/14/21 13:33:05 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson Other/Neutral northern arizona and maybe the navajo nation need their owe district Martin Zanzucchi Coconino

135 1/14/21 13:18:36 1/14/21 13:33:32 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rural Arizona is being increasingly impacted by the expanding urban centers either 
Maricopa or Pima counties at the same time cities in rural AZ are growing.  Rural residents 
have different perspectives on the needs of their regions and citizens.  These differences 
are best represented by residents of rural AZ who are also aware of the opportunities for 
rural AZ.  It is imperative that these rural population increases are accounted for in any 
redistricting plans.  Rob Wilson will be an important participant in this work.

Diana M Kessler Coconino

136 1/14/21 13:31:25 1/14/21 13:33:45 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I support a candiate for RURAL Az areas! 
I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.

I want experience! 
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.

I want to be heard, and believe this candiate can be my voice!
I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.
As I watch the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact 
they work FOR the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the 
people of Arizona want.

M. Stevenson Yavapai

137 1/14/21 13:33:11 1/14/21 13:34:31 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

Other/Neutral The Navajo nation need their owe district martin zanzucchi Coconino

138 1/14/21 13:33:15 1/14/21 13:35:37 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support His idea of having a "vision" of what and how the commission should operate is good...also 
his definition of what a "community of interest" means.

Linda A. Chiles Maricopa

139 1/14/21 13:34:37 1/14/21 13:35:44 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

Other/Neutral The navajo nation need their own district martin zanzucchi Coconino

140 1/14/21 13:29:15 1/14/21 13:36:18 General Comments In support Our redistricting process in Arizona must be fair. That means our redistricting commission 
(IRC) Chair should not hold allegiance to a major political party or special interest. Please 
pick an Independent candidate that is clear not beholden to others and has true fair 
districts as their goal for Arizona.

Charlene Fernandez Yuma

141 1/14/21 13:35:45 1/14/21 13:37:03 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

Other/Neutral the navajo nation need their own district martin zanzucchi Coconino

142 1/14/21 13:27:59 1/14/21 13:38:03 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition Erika Neuberg's statement of interest, resume, and publications suggest that her goal is to 
do what's best for all citizens, not just those who are like her. She appears to take a truly 
altruistic approach. But her accomplishments and activities suggest she is skilled and 
mentally fit for the task. Based off what I know of the 5 candidates, she seems the most 
fair and well-balanced, and best suited for the independent seat.

Claire Lunden Maricopa

143 1/14/21 13:36:44 1/14/21 13:38:25 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I don't think Robert Wilson would be a good candidate for thos position. Pardis Baradar Maricopa

144 1/14/21 13:37:06 1/14/21 13:38:40 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo Other/Neutral The navajo nation should have their own district rep Martin zanzucchi Coconino

145 1/14/21 13:36:50 1/14/21 13:39:01 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated results.  Living in Northern Arizona, I want to 
have someone familiar with this part of the state.

Bruce Wymore Coconino

146 1/14/21 12:57:03 1/14/21 13:39:18 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I live in Payson and we have had no representation for our rural community. I heartily 
support  Independent Rob
Wilson to represent rural Arizona. We need a candidate who will be responsive to our 
needs and interests--Rob Wilson is that person. We need a commission that for once 
creates districts that we citizens in Arizona want.

Elizabeth A Gruber Gila

147 1/14/21 13:38:06 1/14/21 13:39:35 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support He's done his research of past commission to help him understand what is required if he is 
selected...nice preparation.

Linda A. Chiles Maricopa

148 1/14/21 13:39:39 1/14/21 13:40:54 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition He is a Trump supporting Republican. Jane Mangino Maricopa

149 1/14/21 13:40:14 1/14/21 13:41:35 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I understand he is a trump supporter. That is unacceptable. Amy Dinét Maricopa

150 1/14/21 13:40:56 1/14/21 13:41:38 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition He is a lobbist. Jane Mangino Maricopa

151 1/14/21 13:39:55 1/14/21 13:41:45 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition I don't believe Thomas Loquvam can be a good candidate for this posotion. Pardis Baradar Maricopa

152 1/14/21 13:41:49 1/14/21 13:43:20 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition I understand he is a lobbyist. This is unacceptable. Amy Dinét Maricopa

153 1/14/21 13:43:26 1/14/21 13:45:04 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.
I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.
I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.
As I watch the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact 
they work FOR the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the 
people of Arizona want.

Joe Elms Jr. Coconino

154 1/14/21 13:42:08 1/14/21 13:45:15 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support I'll be listening to the other 2 candidates dispassionately but of the 3 so far...this is a 
winner - he prepared himself re the commission's job and what past one did...I liked his 
definition of "community of Interest", I liked that he actually likes change rather than stick 
to the old ways all the time, I liked that he was open about his contribution history.  We'll 
see what the other 2 candidates have to say.

Linda A. Chiles Maricopa

155 1/14/21 13:33:40 1/14/21 13:47:33 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support I do like that he has an "IT" background.  As an career IT person (myself) I realize the 
importance of "data" and how good data or bad data can really make or break decision 
making tasks such as re-drawing maps.  He convinced me that he seems to be an middle of 
the road Independent which is soooo important for this position. 

Diane W. McQueen Yavapai

156 1/14/21 13:45:43 1/14/21 13:47:38 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I am very much in support of Mr. Rob Wilson as chair of the IRC. George Joseph Beatty Coconino

157 1/14/21 13:42:51 1/14/21 13:48:19 General Comments Other/Neutral The following 3 individuals should NOT be considered:

1) Robert Wilson: **ABSOLUTELY** NOT. He hosted a Trump bus rally in the parking lot of 
his gun store and has been affiliated with other conservative groups;
2) Megan Carollo: NO. She did not even vote in the 2016 presidential election!!
3) Thomas Loquvam: NO. He is registered as a lobbyist with the ACC, has ties with Ducey, 
and served as an attorney for APS, a very controversial and partisan company.

I believe that Teesdale would be the best suited for the job--he is logical, the most neutral, 
and has a lot of experience dealing with "challenging" people.  Schupak Neuberg would be 
my 2nd choice.

Priscilla M. Benbrook Maricopa

158 1/14/21 13:45:59 1/14/21 13:49:02 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition The purpose of the redistricting commission was to limit political influence. Mr. Loquvam 
is known to be a lobbyist, and electing him would defeat the purpose as he lobbyist for 
special interests.  Please do not consider Mr. Loquvam.  

Sophia Ramirez Maricopa

159 1/14/21 13:48:18 1/14/21 13:49:29 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Conservative ڷ Elizabeth Lynch Maricopa

160 1/14/21 13:49:37 1/14/21 13:50:12 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Conservativeڷ Elizabeth Lynch Maricopa

161 1/14/21 13:47:44 1/14/21 13:50:46 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want the Commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.  He is fair and he knows he represents the citizens of Arizona.

Anne L. Neeter Coconino

162 1/14/21 13:49:37 1/14/21 13:51:38 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support 1.I want the commission to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.
2.I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting 
process.
3.Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. This seat should represent rural Arizona.
4.The commission needs an experienced leader/facilitator to chair the commission.  Rob 
Wilson has facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 
years with respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.
5.As I watch the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the 
fact they work FOR the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the 
people of Arizona want. 

Robert E. Foelber Yavapai

163 1/14/21 13:49:17 1/14/21 13:51:39 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition ●One finalist, Robert  Wilson, has a history of supporting exclusively Republican positions. 

○Mr. Wilson has hosted events for Donald Trump, Governor Doug Ducey, Republican 
legislator Walter Blackman and 2019 Republican legislative candidate John Saline. 

○Our Independent IRC Chair must be truly independent! We cannot accept a political 
insider with a clear agenda. Arizona is best served by an open-minded Chair who will listen 
to all Arizonans during public testimony. 

●Another finalist, Thomas Loquvam, is a registered lobbyist and a private attorney who 
was paid by Doug Ducey through his political action committees. 

○Being paid to assist the current Republican Governor’s political activity calls into question 
how independent he can be. 

○The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a 
personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during 
public testimony -- not one paid to lobby for special interests. 

●Arizona’s Constitution calls on our commissioners to “uphold public confidence” in the 
integrity of the redistricting commission and we implore the four appointed Redistricting 
Commissioners not to support partisan individuals or political professionals for this critical 
role of leading their work. 

●Our redistricting process in Arizona must be fair. That means our redistricting 
commission (IRC) Chair should not hold allegiance to a major political party. The chair 
leads the Commission and builds consensus on our maps.

Charles Ronald 
Williams

Maricopa

164 1/14/21 13:49:28 1/14/21 13:53:06 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Robert is a veteran, and a successful businessman. During his 22 years of military service 
he was responsible for security on a nuclear submarine, and was a security force trainer.  
He understands business, and more importantly how life and business in rural northern 
Arizona works.

Charles Michael 
Schroeder

Yavapai

165 1/14/21 13:53:16 1/14/21 13:54:13 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. 
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.

Barbara Chadwick Coconino

166 1/14/21 13:52:35 1/14/21 13:54:23 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition He is on the extreme right wing. Not suitable. Judith Tierney Maricopa

167 1/14/21 13:44:04 1/14/21 13:54:33 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support  I want an experienced leader/ facilitator chairing the commission. Rob Wilson numerous 
technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with respected total-buy-in, with 
well collaborated RESULTS.

w

Lori Marie Martel Gila

168 1/14/21 13:49:47 1/14/21 13:54:53 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support Mr Teesdale seems thoughtful, smart, flexible and knows technology. Doug Arnold Maricopa

169 1/14/21 13:54:28 1/14/21 13:55:09 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition He is a lobbyist. Not appropriate for this position. Judith Tierney Maricopa



170 1/14/21 13:51:14 1/14/21 13:55:45 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.
I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens. 
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does.
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission. Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.
I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.

Glenna Tsinajinnie Coconino

171 1/14/21 13:52:14 1/14/21 13:56:04 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Independent candidate Rob Wilson is the single most competent, experienced, and 
capable candidate in the lineup.  He has experience, knowledge and well collaborated 
results over a career with plenty of public service.  

Sheila Richardson Maricopa

172 1/14/21 13:55:12 1/14/21 13:56:35 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Robert Wilson is a documented Trump supporter. He is NOT INDEPENDENT! JoRita DeFrancesco Maricopa

173 1/14/21 13:53:59 1/14/21 13:57:24 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.
I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.
I

Karen Martha 
Henderson

Coconino

174 1/14/21 13:51:34 1/14/21 13:57:28 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rural Arizonans need to be heard and have a voice and I believe Rob Wilson will deliver 
both! He has proven this through his experience facilitating numerous highly technical 
meetings listening to divergent opinions and producing results that have been fully 
collaborative and sustainable.

Diane Christine 
Conners-Lange

Yavapai

175 1/14/21 13:56:43 1/14/21 13:57:37 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Mr. Loquvam is a lobbiest--most certainly not independent. JoRita DeFrancesco Maricopa

176 1/14/21 13:54:15 1/14/21 13:57:39 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition The IRC should be truly independent and Wilson has hosted rallies for president trump- a 
clear indication he is not independent. I urge the IRC to reject this candidate to preserve 
the independent nature of the IRC and avoid more partisan gerrymandering. 

Saundra Arellano Maricopa

177 1/14/21 13:57:05 1/14/21 13:58:34 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.
I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.

Wayne Chadwick Coconino

178 1/14/21 13:51:53 1/14/21 13:58:38 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I wish NOT to vote for Wilson Carmen Marina 
Alderton 

Maricopa

179 1/14/21 13:54:41 1/14/21 13:58:50 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.

Mark John Zamoyski Coconino

180 1/14/21 13:57:43 1/14/21 13:59:04 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition The IRC should be truly independent and Loquvam is a lobbyist-  a clear indication he is not 
independent. I urge the IRC to reject this candidate to preserve the independent nature of 
the IRC and avoid more partisan gerrymandering. 

Saundra Arellano Maricopa

181 1/14/21 13:58:42 1/14/21 13:59:35 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support I vote for Neuberg Carmen Marina 
Alderton 

Maricopa

182 1/14/21 13:58:03 1/14/21 13:59:43 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition His social media posts are public information and show very partisan bent towards 
republicans. He should not be ejected to a non partisan position

Mohammad Jameel Maricopa

183 1/14/21 13:58:37 1/14/21 14:00:04 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.

Terri Eva Ebersole Coconino

184 1/14/21 13:59:49 1/14/21 14:01:13 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support His background in startups and leadership roles as well as being very open about judging 
each issue on merits rather than from a partisan perspective makes his an ideal choice 

Mohammad Jameel Maricopa

185 1/14/21 14:01:15 1/14/21 14:03:24 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support She has contributed to both parties but more for republicans but it has been from the 
perspective of advancing USA-Israel relationships. Has been involved and cares about the 
political process. Would make a good and impartial leader for this commission 

Mohammad Jameel Maricopa

186 1/14/21 14:00:55 1/14/21 14:08:02 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Having worked with Rob Wilson I have complete confidence that he would fulfill the 
mission of the redistricting commission by taking into consideration the concerns of all of 
the state of Arizona and make decisions in a completely fair and honest way. Rural Ariona 
deseres to have real representation through its elected officials.

JOAN MARIE HARRIS Coconino

187 1/14/21 14:06:57 1/14/21 14:09:08 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 

Carol Littlefair Yavapai

188 1/14/21 14:08:08 1/14/21 14:09:20 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob Wilson is a professional who has demonstrated his ability to be fair and honest. STEVEN HARRIS Coconino

189 1/14/21 12:34:56 1/14/21 14:10:18 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

Other/Neutral Regarding the suggested issue of lobbying for APS, Mr. Loquvam seemed to respond to the 
issue with a logical answer. Is a judge ruling on the issue? He doesn't seem to have major 
political leanings to either side. He also seems to be prepared professionally to know the 
issues involved and is an able speaker and able to work with people.  Drawback is really it 
would be better to have better diversity in the representation.

Ruthann Albrighton 
Arredondo

Maricopa

190 1/14/21 14:09:26 1/14/21 14:10:37 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 

Patrick Collins Yavapai

191 1/14/21 14:07:11 1/14/21 14:11:16 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I strongly feel that rural Arizona is under represented and should be represented in this 
very important redistricting process. 

Daniel Hiel Coconino

192 1/14/21 14:08:16 1/14/21 14:12:09 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob has the skill set to be effective in this position.  As a full-time resident of AZ and living 
in a rural community, I believe we should have representation in this important 
redistricting process.

Sheila Gay Hoffmeyer Yavapai

193 1/14/21 14:12:31 1/14/21 14:14:04 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition this person is Not impartial!! Rachel Villanueva Maricopa

194 1/14/21 14:14:07 1/14/21 14:15:00 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition This person is not impartial please remove. Rachel Villanueva Maricopa

195 1/14/21 14:10:28 1/14/21 14:15:53 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In opposition This gentleman talks a lot, likes to give facts and figures, but I'm not sure he would be a 
great listener to help solve the real problems facing the commission.

Ruthann Albrighton 
Arredondo

Maricopa

196 1/14/21 13:40:35 1/14/21 14:18:50 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition Won't represent rural Northern Arizona. Didn't need to apologize for her "whiteness". Jennifer Kuczora Coconino

197 1/14/21 14:16:55 1/14/21 14:19:48 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.
I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

Sara Elizabeth Hiel Coconino

198 1/14/21 14:18:23 1/14/21 14:20:31 General Comments Other/Neutral The IRC Chair must be independent! We cannot accept a political professional with a 
personal agenda. Arizona is best served by a Chair who will listen to all Arizonans during 
public testimony -- not one paid to lobby for special interests.

Carl Mariano Maricopa

199 1/14/21 14:14:33 1/14/21 14:20:45 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition Neuberg has made large contributions to several candidates in both parties. This suggests 
to me that she, like the lobbyist Loquvam, could conceivably “sell” their vote. Mr. Wilson is 
obviously prejudiced against Democrats. Teesdale and Carollo seem to be the most likely 
to be fair. I lived in Chandler for many years and still have ties there.

Claudia Anne Lunden Cochise

200 1/14/21 13:55:15 1/14/21 14:20:54 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support Ms. Nueberg is candid, smart and flexible. Doug  Arnold Maricopa

201 1/14/21 14:19:43 1/14/21 14:22:02 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Anyone that supports an administration that attempted to overthrow our democracy has 
no place in any future decisions in the state of Arizona. 

Misty Austin Maricopa

202 1/14/21 14:21:19 1/14/21 14:22:45 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. Kathleen Petty Coconino

203 1/14/21 14:22:18 1/14/21 14:22:54 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.

Abraham Hiel Coconino

204 1/14/21 13:47:39 1/14/21 14:22:56 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support I really like how she started out talking about the "common good" right off the bat.  This is 
what the Commission needs in their Independent member and their Chair.  Probably the 
most valuable skill in my opinion.  She's also a good speaker and as a Psychologist I'm 
certain she does have good listening skills otherwise she wouldn't be very successful.  
While I am a big supporter of Campaign Finance reforms I am satisficed with her answer 
about her political donations.   I like that other than her political donations that she is not 
really involved in politics which is a big problem I have with Robert Wilson and Thomas 
Loquvam.  Again, her answers about her political donations are satisfactory to me. I very 
much liked her answer regarding how she would handle conflict.  She has so far shown 
herself to be the most Independent of all the people who have been interviewed so far 
and has my vote given that Megan has yet to be interviewed. 

Diane W. McQueen Yavapai

205 1/14/21 14:21:15 1/14/21 14:23:03 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob is a true independent who will represent all Arizonans properly in this very important 
task.

Bruce K. Misamore Coconino

206 1/14/21 14:21:50 1/14/21 14:23:29 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition A Trump supporter cannot call himself an independent.  This person should not be allowed 
on the IRC

Nora H Fischbach Pima

207 1/14/21 14:20:29 1/14/21 14:23:46 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe it is important for rural Arizonans to be involved in the redistricting process. Debra Dobrez Yavapai

208 1/14/21 14:21:41 1/14/21 14:23:50 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob is the best candidate by far Robert Maxwell Yavapai

209 1/14/21 14:18:58 1/14/21 14:24:15 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I know Rob Wilson from our membership together in the Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce.  
Please consider him for the redistricting commission.  He will bring an important and 
highly needed rural perspective to the commission.

David Carpenter Coconino

210 1/14/21 14:22:27 1/14/21 14:24:54 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support Erika was a candidate who acknowledged the lack of diversity, which is an indicator that 
she will be aware of the need to take that into consideration

Brandi Ryan-Cabot Maricopa

211 1/14/21 14:23:35 1/14/21 14:24:59 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition This person is a lobbyist.  By definition, he is not an independent. Nora H Fischbach Pima

212 1/14/21 14:24:19 1/14/21 14:25:22 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 

Kathleen C. Petty Coconino

213 1/14/21 14:28:57 1/14/21 14:29:48 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Good man. Marsha Jean Helton Yavapai

214 1/14/21 14:28:30 1/14/21 14:30:18 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rural Arizona needs his voice! Candra Faulkner Yavapai

215 1/14/21 14:22:07 1/14/21 14:30:43 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this 
commission.  Rob Wilson has facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent 
opinions for 23 years with respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.  As I watch 
the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact they work 
FOR the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the people of 
Arizona want.

Elizabeth C. Hiel Coconino

216 1/14/21 14:29:54 1/14/21 14:30:57 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Very strong candidate. Darryl Edward Helton Yavapai

217 1/14/21 14:28:48 1/14/21 14:31:02 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition His allegiance to Trump is contrary to the democracy of our state Terra Masias Maricopa



218 1/14/21 14:26:12 1/14/21 14:31:10 General Comments In opposition Oppose to choosing  loquvam and Wilson. Please select a real independent. Paul. Maricopa

219 1/14/21 13:35:03 1/14/21 14:32:01 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support Her answers show that she is EXACTLY what the IRC needs in its chair. I thought the 
explanation about the political contributions was perfectly honest and emphasizes why 
she should be the Chair.

Paul Weich Maricopa

220 1/14/21 14:27:02 1/14/21 14:32:05 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. 
Currently there is only one person representing rural Arizona and they are from Window 
Rock. I believe the committee should consist of one person from Phoenix, one from Tucson 
and three from rural parts of Arizona to better represent those of us in the outlying 
communities.

Diane Carol Kase Coconino

221 1/14/21 14:31:09 1/14/21 14:32:28 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition His history of lobbying is partisan and I believe would lead to more gerrymandering Terra Masias Maricopa

222 1/14/21 14:32:04 1/14/21 14:33:21 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I thought his answers revealed an underlying partisanship that would be inappropriate in 
the Chairman's role.

Paul Weich Maricopa

223 1/14/21 14:19:12 1/14/21 14:33:24 General Comments Other/Neutral Do NOT consider Wilson, Carollo, & Loquvam!! Wilson hosted a Trump rally & is affiliated 
with other conservative groups such as the Flagstaff Freedom Alliance. Loquvam is a 
registered lobbyist with ties to Ducey, Carollo should have no role in determining our 
district boundaries when she didn't even practice her democratic duty and vote in the 
2016 election.

1st choice = Teesdale. Mr. Teesdale operates in logic and seems the least biased. 
2nd choice = Schupak Neuberg = has a lot of experience in dealing with a multitude of 
individuals from different interest groups

Jimmie Benbrook Maricopa

224 1/14/21 14:31:25 1/14/21 14:35:14 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson Other/Neutral Mr. Wilson presented very well.  My one concern is that his appointment will bring to the 
already contentious issue of redistricting, the additional contentious issues around guns.  I 
feel it could put commissioners at additional risk.

Daryl Lynn Maitland Pima

225 1/14/21 14:33:23 1/14/21 14:35:29 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In opposition I think Mr. Teesdale would be a good 2nd choice. However, I think that it would be 
inappropriate for the IRC to be composed of four men and only one woman when there 
are highly qualified female candidates.

Paul Weich Maricopa

226 1/14/21 14:15:56 1/14/21 14:35:36 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition While Ms. Neuberg offers skills in compromise, in looking at her political contributions it 
seems she has more contributions to Republicans.  She also likes complex answers to 
questions that can be answered more succinctly.  In working with others, this might 
impede discussions and frustrate co-workers. You will be working with a very complex 
topic to begin with, so clear discussions will be very important.  In my opinion, her over 
analysis will impede progress. 

Ruthann Albrighton 
Arredondo

Maricopa

227 1/14/21 14:18:55 1/14/21 14:35:37 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In opposition Won't represent rural Northern Arizona. Lack of experience and knowledge of Arizona. She 
needs to start getting involved at a lower level.

Jennifer Kuczora Coconino

228 1/14/21 14:34:01 1/14/21 14:35:40 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Trumper Edwin Valle Maricopa

229 1/14/21 14:35:33 1/14/21 14:36:39 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition I think his answers demonstrated that he does have underlying political biases. Paul Weich Maricopa

230 1/14/21 14:35:46 1/14/21 14:37:28 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Not an independent. Kevin Brown Maricopa

231 1/14/21 14:35:40 1/14/21 14:38:13 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In opposition Her self disclosure of not voting in the 2016 election due to "posturing" does not bode well 
for her decision making skills.

Brandi Ryan-Cabot Maricopa

232 1/14/21 14:37:44 1/14/21 14:38:47 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Not independent. Kevin Brown Maricopa

233 1/14/21 14:39:10 1/14/21 14:40:02 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition Not independent. Kevin Brown Maricopa

234 1/14/21 14:39:46 1/14/21 14:40:45 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition He is a known trump supporter, not a true independent. Geraldine Hills Maricopa

235 1/14/21 14:34:14 1/14/21 14:41:11 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Robert Wilson held a Trump rally in the parking lot of his gun store and has ties to very 
conservative organizations. How did he even make the cut? An Independent registered 
does not an independent make. 

Bruce Matsunaga Maricopa

236 1/14/21 14:36:59 1/14/21 14:42:10 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I have reason to believe that Robert Wilson will not be an INDEPENDENT, non-partisan 
voice due to his being a Trump supporter.

Adelina M Zottola Maricopa

237 1/14/21 14:40:27 1/14/21 14:42:20 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.

Dina Louise Riggs Coconino

238 1/14/21 14:41:00 1/14/21 14:42:21 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Candidate is a professional lobbyist. Should be a real independent voter. Geraldine Hills Maricopa

239 1/14/21 14:42:24 1/14/21 14:43:22 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition I believe Thomas will not be impartial because he is a lobbiest. Adelina M Zottola Maricopa

240 1/14/21 13:22:24 1/14/21 14:43:40 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In opposition Unfortunately this candidate seems pretty underpowered for the kind of leadership need 
for a contentious process. While her interest in data analysis is a positive, the lack of 
experience with boards etc. make her an inappropriate choice.

Nelson Morgan Maricopa

241 1/14/21 14:35:45 1/14/21 14:44:08 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In support Ms. Carollo does not have the experience of some of the other candidates, however, I 
believe she has the education to provide skills in data analysis that would be helpful to the 
commission.  She must be a confident person to begin her own business and I doubt the 
comment that she "couldn't "take" the pressure that the committee will experience" is 
unfounded.  She provides the diversity of youth, fresh perspective, and a second lady on 
the committee.  It is my perspective she would enhance the committee.

Ruthann Albrighton 
Arredondo

Maricopa

242 1/14/21 14:43:12 1/14/21 14:44:13 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support The next chair must be truly independent so that the public can believe that the 
Commission’s decisions were not made on the basis of political partisanship towards either 
Party, but based on the legal criteria and respect for the spirit of the law – fairness, 
compactness, rights of minorities, keeping communities  together, and respecting county 
lines and districts that are as easy to campaign as possible within the need to have roughly 
equal population.   

The next chair must also be a clear thinker and one who is thoroughly knowledgeable 
about data and interpretation of the data.  Should be a clear thinker/speaker and not 
speak in murky platitudes.  He or she must understand the legal and numeric complexities 
of the task and be willing to look at new solutions.   

Finally, the chair must be able to devote a lot of time to the Commission, especially at 
critical decision-making times.   

Mr. Teesdale appears to meet these criteria better than the others.

Barbara Tellman Pima

243 1/14/21 14:23:02 1/14/21 14:44:24 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In support She obviously understands data and economics which is very good.  She is a small business 
owner which is also very good.  While she lives in a metropolitan area she has experience 
working with rural communities.  She was honest that she doesn't know everything which 
is good.  Unfortunately she gave somewhat vague answers on everything but then again 
that can be a sign that she would be a good choice because of her inexperience.  Sort of a 
fresh, untainted, set of eyes if you will.  She does know one of the Commissioners which I 
think is a strike against her.   I would rate her second behind Erika as my choice.   Erika is 
definitely my first choice of all the interviewees. I do find it very unfortunate that the 
commissioners could not ask her enough questions to fill her time allowed for an 
interview.  That was not fair to her.

Diane W. McQueen Yavapai

244 1/14/21 14:43:19 1/14/21 14:44:29 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want the voices of rural Arizonans heard. Gail Mann Yavapai

245 1/14/21 12:20:48 1/14/21 14:44:29 General Comments Other/Neutral There should be an equal representation of five republicans and five democrats since this 
is a 50/50 state. As of now there are already five democrats and four republicans. If the 
democrats are given one more,  then the republicans will not have any representation.

Maria del Carmen 
Sutherlin

Gila

246 1/14/21 14:41:39 1/14/21 14:44:55 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Mr. Loquvam is a registered lobbyist, which should automatically disqualify him. He also 
has ties to APS, and to Ducey. He will come in with ulterior motives.

Bruce Matsunaga Maricopa

247 1/14/21 14:41:28 1/14/21 14:45:01 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rural Northern Arizona needs representation.  As a registered voter and writer that resides 
in a rural a area of Yavapai County, I support and choose Mr. Wilson.

Julie Burnett Yavapai

248 1/14/21 14:40:33 1/14/21 14:45:33 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I have come to know Rob through his involvement on the Board of the Greater Flagstaff 
Chamber of Commerce and his business over the past several years. I cannot speak highly 
enough about Rob's intense level of integrity, acute attention to detail and unwavering 
diligence to follow through. Rob is perfectly suited for this position. 

Mark Love Coconino

249 1/14/21 13:40:56 1/14/21 14:45:56 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support If it is allowed for public input with regard to chairperson selection preference, I would like 
to voice my preference.  I am simply a member of the public, with no political connections, 
who has recently become aware of the new redistricting process.  I have a background of 
(several years ago) working as a Title XX Social Services Grant Planner for No Az Council of 
Govt (NACOG).  I am an Arizona native and have been a Maricopa resident for 23 years.  In 
other words, I have no preconceived "dog in this fight" but understand the importance of 
this position to the overall good of Arizona.

I support Mr. Gregory Teesdale for the position.

I have watched all 5 interviews, in their entirety, and have reviewed each online available 
application.  I believe that Mr. Teesdale 1) reflects the most independent perspective, 2) 
expressed possessing personal strengths which would enable him to negotiate the stresses 
of negotiating conflict that comes with highly charged public input, and 3) has an extensive 
executive background with several strong skill-sets necessary to fulfill the position which 
demands both confidence and diplomacy. Additionally, his stated (on application) 
approach to redistricting seems the most logical, independent, and fair to all Arizona 
citizens, regardless of party.  If "independence" is the goal, he seems most likely, of all 
candidates, to add that element to the commission.

Nancy L Wigton Maricopa

250 1/14/21 14:43:38 1/14/21 14:46:13 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Too biased to serve in this capacity. Suzanne Baird Maricopa

251 1/14/21 14:45:48 1/14/21 14:46:57 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support We need a member who represents rural, Northern Arizona! Carol Wirkus Coconino

252 1/14/21 14:46:23 1/14/21 14:48:02 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Too biased to serve. Suzanne Baird Maricopa

253 1/14/21 14:45:26 1/14/21 14:48:07 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition In my opinion he lacks the depth necessary to fill the position.  Mr. Wilson appears to 
support Pres. Trump.

Christine Rhodes Cochise

254 1/14/21 14:47:00 1/14/21 14:48:32 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.
I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.
I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.
As I watch the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact 
they work FOR the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the 
people of Arizona want. 

Larry Battin Yavapai

255 1/14/21 14:42:28 1/14/21 14:48:34 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe that rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting 
process.
Especially with Arizona likely to get another Congressional seat, I want the new 
commission to draw FAIR districts, especially that represent the will of the people of 
Arizona. Thank you,  Mark D.

Mark Anthony 
DiNunzio

Coconino

256 1/14/21 14:45:51 1/14/21 14:48:39 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Robert Wilson would be a fair independent voice for Arizona's redistricting.  We need a 
strong independent voice for our state with regards to redistricting and Rob is the person!  
Rob will help our districts be fair and not rigged for one party or the other.

Preston Korn Coconino

257 1/14/21 14:48:10 1/14/21 14:49:05 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Find a true independent Linda Ross Maricopa

258 1/14/21 14:47:46 1/14/21 14:49:10 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I support Rob Wilson. Jessica Coy Coconino

259 1/14/21 14:48:12 1/14/21 14:49:17 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In opposition Not able to answer questions demonstrating sufficient knowledge of process Mohammad Jameel Maricopa

260 1/14/21 14:48:13 1/14/21 14:49:41 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

Other/Neutral I approve his general comments, but it seems he could be considered some type of 
lobbiest.

Christine Rhodes Cochise

261 1/14/21 14:48:49 1/14/21 14:49:43 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.
I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.
I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.
As I watch the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact 
they work FOR the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the 
people of Arizona want. 

Kathy  D Battin Yavapai

262 1/14/21 14:45:28 1/14/21 14:49:43 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support While I've clicked "In support", I have some mixed feelings about this candidate. On the 
one hand, for someone who stated a dedication to listening more than talking, he 
definitely talked a lot - his answers went on for far too long. But on the other hand, he was 
one of the few whose experience seemed to be a good match to the requirements of the 
job, and he seemed to be untainted by any strong partisan ties. I think that he would be a 
strong leader for the effort, and I just hope that he really will listen to others.

Nelson Morgan Maricopa

263 1/14/21 14:48:08 1/14/21 14:50:02 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support It is important that rural Arizonians are included in the redistricting process. Richard Dobrez Yavapai

264 1/14/21 14:49:25 1/14/21 14:50:20 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Find a true independent Linda Ross Maricopa

265 1/14/21 14:44:18 1/14/21 14:50:55 General Comments Other/Neutral Having listened to the interviews of the candidates, my opinion is the committee would 
benefit from a younger perspective that might bring new ideas to the complicated process 
of redistricting.  People who have been through all the "fights" have old wounds that may 
be difficult to see through.  Please consider Megan Carollo  or Thomas Loquvam for the 
independent member of the commission.  Ms. Carollo has the least political baggage 
between the two. She is clever, not afraid to jump in and might bring some creative 
thoughts to the process. Regards and thanks for taking on this difficult job.

Ruthann Albrighton 
Arredondo

Maricopa



266 1/14/21 14:50:02 1/14/21 14:50:59 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I did not get the impression that Mr. Wilson would be impartial and unbiased. Lillian Spencer Maricopa

267 1/14/21 14:33:59 1/14/21 14:50:59 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

Other/Neutral With Teesdale as a close second. I researched all of the candidates before the interview 
session and the first two candidates are clearly Republican leaning based on my research 
and the interviews . The last candidate interviewed seems unqualified. 

Marcy Goot Maricopa

268 1/14/21 14:49:43 1/14/21 14:51:23 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 

Tammy Marie 
Janovsky-Jones

Gila

269 1/14/21 14:49:54 1/14/21 14:52:17 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Mr. Wilson chose to hold a trump campaign event at his private business, this alone should 
be disqualifying for obvious political bias.

Chandler James 
Petrovich Flynn

Maricopa

270 1/14/21 14:45:29 1/14/21 14:52:18 General Comments Other/Neutral I watched all five interviews:  Teesdale...thinks he can run the comm like a business.  Won't 
work;    Schupak...more concerned with getting along than making decisions;   Carollo...
nice lady but out of her league;   Loquvam..too vague;   Wilson..understands data, 
technology and his role. BEST CHOICE.  tHANK YOU

Barbara Johnsen Maricopa

271 1/14/21 14:51:02 1/14/21 14:52:20 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support Dr. Neuberg presented appropriate credentials for the position. Lillian Spencer Maricopa

272 1/14/21 14:49:04 1/14/21 14:52:28 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Mr Wilson is a partisan, regardless of his party registration.  Hosting a Trump rally on his 
property is clearly partisan.

Mary-Jeanne Fincher Maricopa

273 1/14/21 14:49:44 1/14/21 14:53:21 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In opposition Mr Teesdale operates from a high level background both in business and technology.  He 
has a fantastic viewpoint of this own qualifications and was elegant in his appearance.  He 
seems to have a Republican bent considering his donation records. 

Christine Rhodes Cochise

274 1/14/21 14:51:47 1/14/21 14:53:51 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Please accept my endorsement of Rob.err Wilson. Anita Burns Coconino

275 1/14/21 14:52:50 1/14/21 14:54:03 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I fully support Robert Sheryl Boyes Maricopa

276 1/14/21 14:48:31 1/14/21 14:54:38 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented by someone who is unbiased in this very 
important redistricting process.   The Arizona Secretary of State, Katie Hobbs has referred 
to many Arizona citizens  as "Neo-Nazis". Due to her blatantly biased and racist views of a 
lot of Arizona citizens, it is imperative that Northern Arizona is represented by someone 
who will be un-biased and fair in our re-districting and electoral process. Than you for your 
time. 

Terry L. O'Neal Coconino

277 1/14/21 14:54:10 1/14/21 14:54:45 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Best candidate Josh coy Coconino

278 1/14/21 14:54:48 1/14/21 14:55:03 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition No way Josh coy Coconino

279 1/14/21 14:53:23 1/14/21 14:55:17 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

Other/Neutral She is qualified yet I worry about her ability to withstand controversy. Christine Rhodes Cochise

280 1/14/21 14:55:05 1/14/21 14:55:20 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In opposition No way Josh coy Coconino

281 1/14/21 14:52:28 1/14/21 14:55:22 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.
I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.
I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona. 
Thank you. 

Krista Randall Coconino

282 1/14/21 14:55:23 1/14/21 14:55:40 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition No thank you Josh coy Coconino

283 1/14/21 14:51:48 1/14/21 14:55:54 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I am concerned that this candidate,  having held a rally for the Republican presidential 
candidate,  is not an independent. 

Coreen Wagner Maricopa

284 1/14/21 14:55:41 1/14/21 14:56:03 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In opposition No! Josh coy Coconino

285 1/14/21 14:53:31 1/14/21 14:56:27 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support This candidate seems to have the background and temperament to be a mediator among 
conflicting sides and a bridge-builder.  I congratulate her for calling out that the 
Commissioners are all white.

Mary-Jeanne Fincher Maricopa

286 1/14/21 14:55:19 1/14/21 14:56:49 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo Other/Neutral No real comment other than to say coming from the wedding/floral industry and with little 
Arizona residency, she may lack the background necessary.

Christine Rhodes Cochise

287 1/14/21 14:56:08 1/14/21 14:57:01 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support This is the guy that needs the seat to protect our rights and give us a fair chance. Joshua Coy Coconino

288 1/14/21 14:54:51 1/14/21 14:57:02 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support
I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona. 

Sabrina James Coconino

289 1/14/21 14:55:56 1/14/21 14:57:34 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition I as m concerned that this candidate,   who is a registered lobbyist, is not  independent. Coreen Wagner Maricopa

290 1/14/21 14:51:19 1/14/21 14:58:03 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Robert Wilson has the experience we need having facilitated a great number of meetings 
with a divergent group  opinions for over 20 years. He has been highly respected and had 
great success in building collaboration and unity. He realizes that he would be working for 
ALL the citizens of Arizona and not just selected groups which I'm not sure the other 
candidates realize. Rural AZ needs a voice just as do the large metro areas-but we are 
important too. He is the best candidate to lead this important process!!!

Frederick Mast Yavapai

291 1/14/21 14:55:16 1/14/21 14:58:06 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Far too partisan (and in the wrong direction, in my opinion) for a role as important as this. 
NO GERRYMANDERING IN ARIZONA!

Natalie Brooke St 
George

Maricopa

292 1/14/21 14:44:58 1/14/21 14:58:13 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition Non-partisan is a very important ROLE for this Redistricting Commission...having donated 
close to 10K to the GOP candidates  including Gov. Ducey, and supporting their agendas 
will NOT make this person the most appropriate in making FAIR MAPS. We have seen in 
the last week the embarrassing actions of the likes of Andy Biggs and Gosar and Lesko. 
Unfair Maps can lead to these embarrassing leaders.   Their  behavior in Congress Post Jan. 
6 events, not wearing masks, etc, are the results of the lack of representation of the 
people in Arizona. We are paying attention, Retirees over 65 like me are watching closer. 
We cannot take more shameful behavior in this beautiful state. Please be honest, fair and 
the trust will come back.  Gov. Duc;ey does a "good" job stacking this commission and the 
courts...very sad and unfair. 

Anna Cicero Maricopa

293 1/14/21 14:57:10 1/14/21 14:58:29 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In support Megan is the only person who seems impartial Dr. Sophia Marjanovic Maricopa

294 1/14/21 14:56:55 1/14/21 14:59:10 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In opposition She does not appear to have a very good understanding of the criteria for drawing maps. Mary-Jeanne Fincher Maricopa

295 1/14/21 14:55:49 1/14/21 14:59:28 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural
 Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. Arizona likely
 will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.

I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission
does. 

I want an experienced
 leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has facilitated numerous highly 
technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with respected, total-buy-in, well-
collaborated RESULTS.

I want the commision
 to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of Arizona.As I watch the 
interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact they work FOR 
the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the people of Arizona 
want.

Thank you for hearing my voice! 

Janell Sterner Gila

296 1/14/21 14:58:11 1/14/21 14:59:44 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Registered paid lobbyists have no place chairing bi-partisan redistricting committees. This 
should disqualify him immediately.

Natalie Brooke St. 
George

Maricopa

297 1/14/21 14:59:09 1/14/21 14:59:51 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process. Gloria Vander Peut Coconino

298 1/14/21 14:58:33 1/14/21 15:00:24 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition This man is a dangerous bigot and is trying to hide his bigoted tendencies. Do not confirm 
him for this commission!

Dr. Sophia Marjanovic Maricopa

299 1/14/21 15:00:00 1/14/21 15:01:48 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Good local business owner who cares about his community and state. Kristen Patton Coconino

300 1/14/21 14:59:13 1/14/21 15:01:53 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support The best candidate! Jacqueline Haugen Yavapai

301 1/14/21 15:00:29 1/14/21 15:02:02 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition This man is heavily compromised and is not independent. Additionally, his odd comments 
about people with dirt floors shows he has a lot more to learn about people different than 
him. Please do not confirm him for this commission. 

Dr. Sophia Marjanovic Maricopa

302 1/14/21 15:02:06 1/14/21 15:03:58 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In opposition This man admitted during the interview that he is biased toward Republicans. He also 
speaks in a way that indicates that he is aloof, bigoted and unaware of people beyond his 
privileged bubble. He is not independent. Please do not confirm him to this commission. 

Dr. Sophia Marjanovic

303 1/14/21 15:03:10 1/14/21 15:05:00 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I fully endorse Robert Wilson for chair of the IRC in Arizona. Thank you. Patrick Burns Coconino

304 1/14/21 15:04:16 1/14/21 15:05:27 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support He is a 22 year Navy Veteran.  I feel he would represent the  citizens. Deborah Kelley-Cutlip Coconino

305 1/14/21 15:03:15 1/14/21 15:06:09 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson Other/Neutral I support Bob Wilson for the commission.  Flagstaff is the most populated area for 
Northern Arizona.  He is a good rural pick

Vicki Jo Anderson Yavapai

306 1/14/21 15:02:17 1/14/21 15:07:00 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support After the voting debacle in Maricopa County (and elsewhere), and given the Arizona is 
likely to get a 10th seat in the house, it is important that the new seat increase the 
representation of rural Arizona. I think Rob will be a strong voice for those of us who work 
hard, and are honest in our dealings with our fellow citizens.

John Patton Coconino

307 1/14/21 15:04:04 1/14/21 15:07:03 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition This woman outright admitted her bigotry against marginalized people by using the words, 
"identity politics" and "minorities." She also admitted her bias towards Republicans and 
Israel's interests, which are very Trump oriented. She is not independent. Please do not 
confirm her to this commission! I say this as a person of Jewish heritage who has been 
actively involved in converting to Orthodox Judaism. She has to be interested in the people 
of the USA instead of so biased towards Israel.

Dr. Sophia Marjanovic Maricopa

308 1/14/21 15:05:25 1/14/21 15:07:13 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Robert is independent and a true Patriot ! A perfect fit for Chairperson ! Laura Nichols Maricopa

309 1/14/21 14:45:35 1/14/21 15:08:17 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In support I support Dr. Neuberg. Lyn Ashley Gildar Maricopa

310 1/14/21 15:07:06 1/14/21 15:08:27 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition This candidate cannot function in a bipartisan manner. There is a long history of donations 
to republican only candidates. No clear track record of neutrality. 

Jennifer Cole Maricopa

311 1/14/21 14:58:20 1/14/21 15:08:56 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition NON-partisan is a key characteristic of a ROLE as chair to lead this important commission.  
Robert Wilson does not have that. Evidenced by his lead and attendance at TRUMP 
(recently impeached president for the second time) rallies and support for his Trumpism 
Agenda.  He owns a gun store in Flagstaff, I wonder if his defending of the 2nd amendment 
only relates to profits and NRA agenda where lots of money is donated to politicians of 
choice.  I know many  liberals own guns and truly understand the second amendment and 
still feel reform is needed. I cannot TRUST stacked individuals that are ready to draw 
voting maps that impact the selection of incompetent candidates ...the likes of Andy Biggs, 
Paul Gosar and Lesko.  Such horrible representation of our beautiful state. Nationally, we 
are the laughing topic in the moment.  Please do not continue this vicious cylcle.  We have 
enough racism come to the surface in the last election, I am saddened by those events.  I 
am a retiree over 65 and I know many of my colleagues feel that same. Let's bring back fair 
elections and unity by really doing your job in this commission, Thank you, 

Anna Cicero Maricopa

312 1/14/21 15:05:38 1/14/21 15:09:30 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe Rob Wilson would be a strong advocate for Rural Arizona, ensuring that the 
redistricting process will ensure that the citizens in our area get fair representation by 
representatives who will work for us, not for a political agenda that is detrimental to our 
needs.

Judith Ann Sall Coconino

313 1/14/21 15:03:41 1/14/21 15:09:34 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Overtly extreme candidate - someone who refers to the "Democrat Party" by a false name 
has clearly been immersing himself in biased news sources. Selecting this candidate would 
be divisive and undermine the entire process. Probably a red herring candidate to wave 
around as red meat for the liberals so that less obviously slanted candidates won't seem as 
objectionable.

Mary Mc Michael Maricopa



314 1/14/21 15:03:34 1/14/21 15:09:35 General Comments Other/Neutral Thank you for the opportunity to observe the interviews for selecting your Chairperson.  I 
would very much like to continue observing, and participating (when appropriate) in your 
process of redistricting Arizona.  If there is a group e-mail you distribute to interested 
parties, I would appreciate being included.: dpeelman17@gmail.com or cell #928.892.2921

David Peelman Apache

315 1/14/21 14:57:53 1/14/21 15:09:56 General Comments Other/Neutral I am highly alarmed that the 4 appointed members of the IRDC appear all white as did the 
selected applicants for interview for the "Independent" chair position. More than any 
other commission, this group should reflect the wide diversity of Arizona's current 
population.  Also, at least 2 of the interviewees have serious partisan political issues that 
should discount their selection.  Blatant political views are acknowledged and duly 
documented in the backgrounds of  Mr. Wilson and Mr. Teesdale.   

Christine Rhodes Cochise

316 1/14/21 15:08:35 1/14/21 15:10:34 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition This person cannot present a neutral voice. They are a registered lobbyist w a conflict of 
interest in the outcome of redistricting. Additionally their other business in front of the 
legislature renders them incapable of  offering a neutral voice in issues pertaining to 
legislative decisions. Gross conflict of interest. 

Jennifer Cole Maricopa

317 1/14/21 14:45:24 1/14/21 15:11:53 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In opposition Ms. Carollo did even not vote in 2016!! She also does not consider herself a "political 
person." Being the deciding vote on Arizona's Independent Redistricting Commission is not 
an appropriate place for her to become a "political person."

Bruce Matsunaga Maricopa

318 1/14/21 15:02:35 1/14/21 15:12:36 General Comments Other/Neutral Very good interviews - the only "no" I have is Thomas Loquvam because he is a paid 
lobbyist.  Robert Wilson's idea of complying with the pre-clearance aspect of the voter 
rights law is excellent - it should never have been removed to begin with.  Gregory 
Teesdale's definition of "community of Interest" I liked as well as his talk about having a 
vision.  I would love to see more people talk of a vision of this/that - especially the 
Republican and Democratic politicians and I like his offering the information about his 
contribution history.  Erika Schupak Neuberg's answer of why she wants this job was 
excellent and she made a good observation of the 6 requirements of Proposition 106.  
Megan Carollo didn't seem to have the same amount of background as the others but 
that's only because of her age.  I'd like to see a little more maturity (age-wise only) as 
chairperson.  It also would have been nice to have seen a little more reflection of the face 
of AZ on the commission as Erika pointed out.

Linda A. Chiles Maricopa

319 1/14/21 15:11:43 1/14/21 15:12:40 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I support Rob and will continue to do so. Rosie Stumbaugh Coconino

320 1/14/21 15:05:37 1/14/21 15:12:47 General Comments Other/Neutral Thank you for this meeting session, but on the ranks from 1 to 5 on who the chairperson 
on this commission, should be the following in my opinion:

1. Megan Carollo
2. Erika Schupak Neuberg
3. Greg Teesdale
4. Robert Wilson
5. Thomas Loquvam

Take care and once again thank you for this meeting session. Have a great day.

Carmen Terrell Maricopa

321 1/14/21 15:11:31 1/14/21 15:12:55 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.

Roy George Haught Gila

322 1/14/21 15:11:52 1/14/21 15:13:18 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Please give rural Arizona a voice Risa Bates Yavapai

323 1/14/21 15:12:35 1/14/21 15:13:30 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.

Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.

STACY FOSTER Gila

324 1/14/21 15:12:08 1/14/21 15:13:43 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Thomas Loquvam is a paid lobbyist and this is in opposition to Prop 106 Nicole Leonardi Maricopa

325 1/14/21 15:12:40 1/14/21 15:14:03 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Thomas Loquvam is a registered and paid lobbyist. Janet Hamlin Maricopa

326 1/14/21 15:12:01 1/14/21 15:14:11 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process and 
Robert Wilson is an experienced leader chairing this commission.

Laurie Mahoney Gila

327 1/14/21 15:09:42 1/14/21 15:14:19 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support Rob Wilson is the best candidate as he is very familiar with rural Northern Arizona. We 
need rural Arizona represented on the commission. Rob is fair minded, a great listener and 
very professional. He would be a great asset to the commission.

Lorri Hull Coconino

328 1/14/21 15:13:46 1/14/21 15:15:18 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition He held a Trump rally just a few months ago. Also have donated to republican presidential 
candidates in the past

Nicole Leonardi Maricopa

329 1/14/21 15:13:38 1/14/21 15:16:03 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support

You can also watch the meeting live at this link:
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_PKVfZ6d-SJGKPmEsH2GXZQ

Why this matters:  Political districts are redrawn only once every 10 years per our US 
Constitution.  How they are drawn significantly impacts our representation on the state 
and federal level.  Rob Wilson is the only independent candidate who is from rural Arizona.  
Rob Wilson moved to Coconino county in 2000 after he completed 22 years of Naval 
Submarine service
I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.
I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens.  
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission.  Rob Wilson has 
facilitated numerous highly technical meetings of divergent opinions for 23 years with 
respected, total-buy-in, well-collaborated RESULTS.
I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.
As I watch the interviews, I believe the other four candidates are not cognizant of the fact 
they work FOR the citizens of Arizona. The commission must create districts that the 
people of Arizona want.
Thank you in advance for your good help and consideration

Rosie Stumbaugh Coconino

330 1/14/21 15:14:14 1/14/21 15:16:31 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Robert Steven Wilson hosted a campaign rally for President Trump a few months ago. I do 
not believe this level of involvement with a political party allows him to be unbiased and 
impartial.

Janet Hamlin Maricopa

331 1/14/21 15:09:30 1/14/21 15:16:53 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I want the commision to draw FAIR districts that represent the will of the citizens of 
Arizona.
I want my voice heard both now and when the IRC conducts outreach to Arizona citizens. 
 I want this seat to represent rural Arizona.
We need a chairman who will not just hear the public, but ensure what the public says is 
what the commission does. 
I want an experienced leader/facilitator chairing this commission. 
 
I fully support Rob Wilson . 

Karen Bennett Coconino

332 1/14/21 15:11:01 1/14/21 15:17:03 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe Rob Wilson understands rural Arizonans.  There is a huge difference in what’s 
important to rural Arizona and the cities of our great state. The commission needs take 
into consideration all of the residents of Arizona. Rob Wilson is the only one who lives in 
rural Arizona making it crucial he represents us. 

Verda Darlene Daniels Gila

333 1/14/21 14:48:17 1/14/21 15:17:13 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In support As someone who is in Andy Bigg's district and has had my voice discounted by my own 
representative, I feel it is important that this commission pick a person who is neutral to 
chair this commission.  I think Megan Carollo is capable of this.  She wants to be a 
participant, just because people feel niceness is a weakness doesn't mean she can't get 
people to come to the table and make an agreement.  That is patriarchy talking.  I really 
think her ability to be analytical and artistic will allow this commission to find a districting 
solution that will work for all Arizonans.  All of our votes count despite what Biggs and 
Gosar would believe.  We cannot have lobbyists or political donors/supporters in a neutral 
position.  This leaves Teesdale and Carollo.  Teesdale in his interview said he has donated 
to Republicans and his friends are Republicans.  Right now after the Capital being stormed 
and we are still sifting through that awful event, the appearance of fairness and equality 
can only be achieved by picking Megan Carollo.  In addition, she is willing to come up with 
creative solutions while Teesedale wants to assume that predecessors knew what they 
were doing, while that may be true it doesn't mean that the old ways are the best ways.  
Does starting to draw boundaries from the center of the state make sense?  Why not start 
from the center of Phoenix?  I feel it will be best for the commission to pick Megan Carollo 
for these reasons.  

Jessica Ann Webster Maricopa

334 1/14/21 15:05:48 1/14/21 15:17:34 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support I believe Mr. Teesdale is clearly the most qualified person to be the IRC Chair.  He appears 
to have all the skills necessary to be the IRC Chair and understands the importance of that 
position to include true independence/non partisanship. 

Rivko Knox Maricopa

335 1/14/21 15:18:00 1/14/21 15:18:33 General Comments Other/Neutral Please read: https://blogforarizona.net/liveblog-the-election-of-the-independent-
redistricting-commission-chairperson/

Michael David Bryan Pima

336 1/14/21 15:17:48 1/14/21 15:19:43 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Mr. Wilson's role in hosting a Trump Campaign rally should be an automatic 
disqualification.

Helga Benbrook Maricopa

337 1/14/21 15:18:50 1/14/21 15:20:24 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In support I support Megan Carollo for chair of the IRC. Rebecca J Haynes Yavapai

338 1/14/21 15:16:07 1/14/21 15:20:30 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition This candidate provided inconsistent or evasive answers. First he confirmed that he had 
had conversations, texts, and emails with multiple individual who had encouraged him to 
apply to this position. When asked to provide further details, he diverted to talking about 
how he wanted to be a good father to his 7-year-old. He failed to actually answer the 
essence of the question.
Also, referring to water utilities as NOT political in nature strains credulity.

Mary Mc Michael Maricopa

339 1/14/21 15:20:28 1/14/21 15:21:15 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition I vote again Robert Wilson. Rebecca J Haynes Yavapai

340 1/14/21 15:06:44 1/14/21 15:21:18 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In support I am in support of selecting Gregory Teesdale as the chair of the AIRC because he has not 
been involved in partisan political activity, has stated his belief in the mission of the AIRC 
with "congressional districts being organized in a logical manner geographically without 
consideration of the demographics inside the geography", and his executive background in 
leading technology companies lends itself to the concepts being dealt with by the AIRC.  
He gives the impression of one who would be a solid independent and fair-minded chair.  
This impression is vital to give the public confidence in the activities of the Commission. 
Arizona needs a person who is not partisan or indebted to either party. Above all, the chair 
should be committed to transparent AIRC activity with equality of input  from all residents 
of Arizona and due consideration by the Commission.

Lynn Rhoads Hoffman Maricopa

341 1/14/21 15:10:37 1/14/21 15:21:18 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition How can Mr. Loquvam call himself INDEPENDENT and be a registered GOP lobbyist, be 
part of a firm who donated to Gov. Ducey almost 5K, "dark money " efforts to influence AZ 
elections.  Tell me commission, HOW DO WE TRUST THESE PEOPLE? How do they pick up a 
pen and start drawing a voting FAIR MAP for Az voters?  I am so sick of stacking the lists 
created by a Trump follower Governor Ducey.  How can regular folks like me and the many 
other retirees (2500) in my group who follow politics and political hidden, and sometimes 
not so hidden, GOP agendas. HIs sister wrote the "playbook" for utility companies like APS, 
dark money is all over that .  We are retired , we contribute our pension to the economy in 
Az and we don't take anyone's job. But, we also have grandchildren and children who we 
care for and want the beautiful Az we enjoyed.  Make us proud of our elected officials, 
draw maps that will deliver fair play...make us proud of Az  AGAIN. Today, I am struggling 
with ALL Republican who only think of themselves and say "screw the state". ...others like 
Koch, commission and dark money have my back.  Sad. 

Anna Cicero Maricopa

342 1/14/21 15:19:57 1/14/21 15:21:42 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Mr. Loquvam's affiliations with APS, Governor Ducey, and his registration as a lobbyist 
should automatically disqualify him.  

Helga Benbrook Maricopa

343 1/14/21 15:21:18 1/14/21 15:22:07 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition I oppose Thomas Loquvam for chair of the IRC. Rebecca J Haynes Yavapai

344 1/14/21 15:20:39 1/14/21 15:22:52 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In opposition Friendships/close business contacts with partisan memberships on the board should 
exclude an candidate from being considered neutral or independent, in multiple senses.

Mary Mc Michael Maricopa

345 1/14/21 15:22:10 1/14/21 15:23:02 Interview #3 - Gregory 
Teesdale

In opposition I vote against Gregory Teasdale for chairman of the IRC. Rebecca J Haynes Yavapai

346 1/14/21 15:22:08 1/14/21 15:23:09 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support We want Robert Wilson for commissioner chair. Dawn Stockbridge Yavapai

347 1/14/21 15:08:38 1/14/21 15:23:16 General Comments Other/Neutral This is the first of many decisions about Arizona redistricting, and in many ways is the most 
important one. I urge you to pick a truly “independent” redistricting Chair that will be the 
most likely to provide a fair mapping for the voters in our state. 2 of the 5 candidates for 
this position are obvious partisans: One (Wilson) who within the last year hosted a Trump 
campaign rally. Another (Loquvam) is a registered paid lobbyist. They must not be chosen 
for this critical role.

Sharon Bowden Maricopa

348 1/14/21 15:23:05 1/14/21 15:24:00 Interview #4 - Erika Schupak 
Neuberg

In opposition I vote against Erika Schupak Neuberg for chair of the IRC. Rebecca J Haynes Yavapai

349 1/14/21 15:23:09 1/14/21 15:25:42 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In opposition Both of these candidates have partisan interests.  Loguvam is currently a paid lobbyist and 
should there fore be disqualified.  Wilson recently hosted a campaign rally for Trump; 
clearly not making him an independent voice. He should also be disqualified for this role.

Dana Garcia Maricopa

350 1/14/21 15:17:28 1/14/21 15:26:35 Interview #2 - Thomas 
Loquvam

In opposition Loquvam's professional ties to APS and parent company Pinnacle West, who have engaged 
in partisan political spending, leave me skeptical about his political independence. Fair 
redistricting relies on the independent member of the commission being truly 
independent, and I am not confident that Loquvam satisfies that criterion.

Aaron Royer Maricopa

351 1/14/21 15:21:12 1/14/21 15:26:42 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In support While I was very impressed by Mr. Loquvam, I think his work and connections would 
unfairly create distrust among many. While Mr. Teesdale was also remarkably impressive, I 
think he would do better in a commission of one. Megan Carollo, in my opinion, has the 
right idea about the goals of the project, and I am betting that a wedding planner is tough 
enough for the job. As the proverbial "breath of fresh air," I think Arizona will love her. 

Dennis Michael Burke Maricopa

352 1/14/21 15:25:51 1/14/21 15:27:16 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I believe rural Arizonans should be represented in this very important redistricting process.
Arizona likely will get a 10th congressional seat. I want that seat to represent rural Arizona.

william john chisholm 
jr

Yavapai

353 1/14/21 15:21:53 1/14/21 15:27:30 Interview #5 - Megan Carollo In opposition She did not even participate in the 2016 democratic process. That should be an automatic 
disqualification. 

Helga Benbrook Maricopa

354 1/14/21 15:22:23 1/14/21 15:29:08 Interview #1 - Robert Wilson In support I enthusiastically recommend Rob Wilson for the open Independent Redistricting 
Commission Position.  I know Rob as an upstanding local Flagstaff business owner and well 
respected member of our community.  He always shows good judgement and respect for 
other's opinions.  I am sure he would make a fine addition to the Commission.

J. Richard Hull Coconino


